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CiHAPTIR I

HOMOGENEOUS AND ELFCTROCHEMICAL CI1ROMIUM(II)/(III) DATA

Introduction

The purpose of this research is to establish a quantitative

understanding of the mechanism by which heterogeneous redox pro-

cesses proceed. Attention is directed to the chromium(II)/(III)

couple for the following reasons: its kinetics are usually suffic-

iently slow to measure easily1 ; the potential range over which the

redox reactions proceed is accessible with mercury electrodes; the

higher and lower valency states occur as simple aquo complexed ions
.2

with little hydrolysis at a reasonable acidic pH; and the complexes

are relatively easy to prepare. Of particular importance in clari-

fying the mechanism of chromium(ll) oxidation and chromium(III)

reduction at electrodes is the influence of prior and post coupled

chemical steps, ligand bridging, and double layer effects with and

without chloride or bromide ions sharing the inner and/or outer

coordination sphere of chromium with water.

Homogeneous electron transfer studies of transition metal com-

3,4 3-7 4 8
plexes such as vanadium , cobalt , ruthenium , iron , and

chromium3'5 '8'9 have substantial relevance to electrode electron

transfer kinetic studies of the type undertaken in the present

research. All of these complexes exhibit large changes in homo-

geneous redox rate constants with different ligands in their inner

coordination spheres. Detailed work performed on the chromium(II)/

(III) couple10 with a Cr5 1 tracer in acidic aqueous media has estab-

-1-
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lished that ligands such as fluoride, chloride, bromide, thiocyanate,

and azide hre transferred into the inner coordination sphere of the

newly formed chromium(III). Earlier experiments with tagged

chloride ions in solution demonstrated that the chloride ion which

finally coordinated to chromium(TII) came from the inner sphere of

the original chromium(III) and not from the solution. Reaction

(I-1) shows the transfer and redox reaction.

[Cr*(H0) L] 2+ + [Cr(H 0) ] 2+ j 2+ + [Cr(H 20) 5 L] 2+ (1-1)2 = [Cr* ( 2 0) 6'1 2 (Il

where L = some ligand which facilitates the charge transfer. At OC

and an ionic strength of 1.0 maintained by LiClO4, the second order

- -2rate constants for L = F-, N3 -, Cl-, and Br are 1.2xoC2 , > 1.2,

9, and >60 M_Isec "1 respectively. When L : H20, the rate con-

stant 11 at 0*C in 1 M HC1O 4 is 4.0 x 10
-6 M Isec 1

Electron transfer reactions range from those with weak orbital

interactions between reactants to those with appreciable energy

interactions as evidenced by bond rupture and formation. Chloride

transfer from one chromium complex to another is a case of strong

interaction and has been placed in a subdivision of electron trans-

fer reactions called atom transfer reactions. The term atom trans-

fer suggests that the ligand is essentially a neutral species when

it transfers from one complex to another. This is in contrast to

the ligand behaving as a bridge for the electron to move across.

For the weak interaction case, Marcus has quantitatively dis-

cussed 12 the theory of homogeneous and electrode electron transfer



4j4

reactions and derived expressions for calculating the free energy

of activation for each case from fundamental considerations of int-

eraction and reorganizational energies of reactant and solvent. The

close similarity between the derived free energy expressions for the

homogeneous and electrode cases helped Marcus in deriving another
exrsso,(kh/Zh) ke/Ze

expression, h , which compares the homogeneous rate

constant, kh, to the standard electrochemical rate constant, kelp

for the same redox couple. Zh and Z are the homogeneous and elec-

trochemical frequency factors, respectively. The true standard

electrochemical rate constant should be used for comparison with the

homogeneous rate constant, but the latter must be corrected for elec-

trostatic work terms (see Ch. V). This expression is -theoretically

valid only when several conditions are met: specific electrode

effects arealbsent; work terms for both reactants are negligible;

the square root, P, of the ratio of the mean-square deviation of the

distance of closest approach of the two reactants to the mean-square

deviation of the perpendicular distance from the reaction hyper-

surface in configurational space is unity; K, the velocity-weighted

transition probability, is unity; and the average reactant-electrode

distance in the activated complex is on*-half that of the separation

of the homogeneous reactants.

Since the atom transfer case is not one of weak interaction

between reactants, more complete expressions are necessary for cal-

culating the free energies of activation for both the homogeneous

and electrode cases. This has been done for homogeneous atom trans-

' J
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fer reactions in solution13, but has not yet been accomplished for

the electrochenical counterpart. In addition to the presence of

the degree of reaction and bond energy parameters in the more com-

plete homogeneous expressions, the electrochemical expressions must

contain f.,ctors describing adsorbed ion electrode interactions.

These factors could become quite sophisticated, considering the

nature of conduction bands in a metal and the complicated and not

completely understood nature of the compact double layer. Conse-

quently Marcus' relationship comparing homogeneous and electrochemi-

cal rate constants for weak interaction reactions do not apply to

the atom transfer case. The first and last conditions listed

earlier for weak interaction electron transfer are the ones most

violated: considerable specific electrode effects are present; and

the electrode-reactant distance in the activated complex is larger

than half of that distance for the homogeneous reactants.

Chromium(III) Dinuclear Formation

Chromium(III) complexes in water are generally stable

9,10,14 16,17and comparatively easy to prepare9  1  purify, and analyze

Chromium(II) complexes, by contrast, are quite labile in water and

are sensitive to a wide range of oxidants 20 such as H20

HCIO, H2Cr207, 02, and Tl . Oxygen and T1 will oxidize chrom-
19

ium(II) to a dinuclear species which is believed to have the

structure [(1120)4Cr(O.)2Cr(H20)441 The remaining oxidizing

mixture of the dimer and Cr(1120)6 3+. The dimer
a20)6
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21
has a visible spectrum almost identical to that for the hydrolysis

product of [Cr(H 20)6](CIO 4)3 in a perchlorate solution and is de-

17 2 .
ceptively similar to the spectrum of green [Cr(H 0)5C1J The

mechanism of dinuclear species formation is unclear. When reviewing

papers on chromium(II)/(III), the above complications must be re-

membered, since some authors have not considered them.

Chromium(II)/(III) Electrochemistry

The hexaaquochromium(II)/(III) couple at 180C has an effective

standard potential22 in V vs SHE evaluated from data on platinum

and tin in 0.02 N acetate of -0.403 ± 0.003 V, in 0.003 N 124

of -0.412 ± 0.002 V, in slightly acidified 0.02 N CI" of -0.398

± 0.001 V, and in slightly acidified 0.4 N CI" of -0.454 V. L:i-
23

mer reports -0.41 V as the best value for the standard potential

at 25C.

In a perchlorate supporting electrolyte with a p11 of 2 or

less (to r'roid hydrolysis2 ), the couple exhibits an irreversible

polarographic wave. Under the same conditions the chloropenta-

aquochromium(II)/(III) couple is still-irreversible, but less so.

The anodic polarographic wave on mercury is shifted toward more

negative potentials and the cathodic wave is shifted toward positive

potentials. The bromopentaaquochromium(II)/(III) couple produces

anodic and cathodic waves still closer together and is almost

polarographically reversible. The iodopentaaquochromium(II)/(III)

couple is difficult to study on mercury since its anodic wave co-

'4"
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incides with the mercury dissolution wave once some free iodide is

present in solution. When the supporting electrolyte contains

chloride or bromide ions, the hexaaquochromium(II)/(III) couple pro-

duces two cathodic waves: one corresponding to the uncomplexed

chromium(III) reduction, the other to the complexed chromium(Ill)

reduction. Only a single anodic wave is apparent corresponding to

the formation of both the complexed and uncomplexed chromium(III)

from chromium(II). Even with the nearly reversible oxidation of

chromium(II) in bromide solution, this is the case. Representative

voltammetry curves with chloride and bromide are given later.

Table (I-l) lists the rate constant for the hexaaquochromium

(II)/(III) couple at the accepted standard potential of -0.65 V vs

SCE on various mercury electrodes. Thq Parsons and Passeron24

paper is of particular interest because it shows the potential de-

pendence of the transfer coefficient on potential. Unfortunately,

the results are questionable due to the high pH of the supporting

electrolyte. The transfer coefficient, a, is associated with the

reduction process while the transfer coefficient, a, corresponds to

the oxidation process.

Table (1-2) lists representative half wave potentials, E,
3+

and transfer coefficients for the reduction of Cr(H20)6  on mercury.

All of the authors cited, except Jones, did not give rate constants

and the published data are insufficient for such a calculation.

Table (1-2) shows that E is shifted appreciably away from -0.87 V vs

%
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SCE only in a very concentrated chloride solution. Frequent use

of gelatin as a maximum suppressor makes much of the available

polarographic data questionable.

Table (1-3) contains suspect data with both the higher and

lower valency states of chromium present. Abubacker and Malik31

formed r 20)12  from chromic chloride by a method which, in all

probability, left traces of alcohol in solution. To obtain the

desired ratios of oxidation states, a portion of the lower valency

state was oxidized with H202, which will produce not only

Cr(H 2 0) but also 14% of the chromium(III) in the dinuclear
19 32

form. Srinivasan et al. prepared the lower valency state from

chromic chloride by zinc reduction and permitted the zinc ion,

whose (E ) cat'odic is about 150 mv more negative than the E

of r(H20) , to remain in the supporting electrolyte. To further

cause their data to be questioned, they attempted to rcoxidize a

portion of the chemically generated Cr(II2 0)1\2 + to Cr(I120)J3+ with

air, and unknowingly produced virtually 100% of the chromium(III)

19in the dinuclear form . The rate constants from Abubacker and

Malik, and Srinivasan et al. are about an order of magnitude higher

than those previously cited. Randles and Somerton33 did not specify

that the p1l of their supporting electrolyte, KCI, was anything

2 0)2+other than neutrality. Significant hydrolysis of [Cr(1I20) +

occurs at this high a p1l. Their rate constant, however, is reason-

able.

• /
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Table (I-4) demonstrates the sensitivity of chromium(II) oxi-

dation to the composition of the supporting electrolyte. Rate con-

stants and transfer coefficients increase on descending the Period-

ic Table for the halogens. In the last entry of the table, the

shape of the polarographic wave was changed as wll as its position.

'CH )4NBr and KSCN in solution produced waves which appear more

polarographically reversible than do the other two. These data

strongly slngest that certain ligands facilitate the electron

transfer process through double layer effects, bridging, atom trans-

fer, or prior or post chemical reactions. Aquo complexed chrom-

ium(II) is labile and can exchange water for various ions in its

inner coordination sphere. Chromium(III) is not labile and as

Table (I-1) shows, its reduction is virtually independent of the

composition of the supporting electrolyte except in extreme cases.

The higher the dipole moment and polarizability of the ion, the more

likely it is to enter into the inner coordination sphere of

chromium(II) and present a more favorable energy barrier for

electron transfer.

If ligands other than water are present in chromium(III),

transfer coefficients and rate constants for the cathodic process

change considerably from those for Cr(H20) 6. Table (I-S)'lists

kinetic data for the reduction of chromium(III) complexes.

, / -
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Before an interpretation is given for the presented data, three

more types of experimental results must be considered. Kemula and

Rakowska27 observed with cyclic voltammetry that [Cr(H20)6]C13 in

O.lN KCI at 20*C and a pH of 2.9 on a hanging mercury electrode (HME)

will produce [Cr(H 20)5C1]C1 2 on the anodic sweep following the first

cathodic sweep. The complex's presence is evident from the appear-

ance of a new reduction peak on the second cathodic sweep. This

phenomenon does not occur when the supporting electrolyte is

HC1O 4 or K2So4. The I -..;ilorate ion does not coordinate in the

inner sphere with chromium(II) and the sulfate ion, which can be a
member of the inner coordination sphere, is only weakly adsorbed in

the potential range scanned. The import of this statement will

become evident in the following section.

Jones25'35 oxidized[Cr(H20)6
+ at room temperature on a large

mercury surface in an air-free solution of 2M HC1O containing a
-4

known amount of NaCi. The potential was held at -0.012V vs SCE

2+
since that was found to be the potential at which Cr(H20)6  oxida-

tion is diffusion limited in the absence of chloride. Current inte-

gration determined the amount of(r(H0) + oxidized. Free chloride

present in solution at the conclusion of the oxidation was deter-

mined by silver titration. The difference between final and initial

chloride concentration gave the amount of [Cr(H 20)5C]
2+ in the prod-

uct. Although the solution was not analyzed directly for

[Cr(H 20)5C1] 2+,(hich could easily be accomplished spectrophoto-

metrically 17 when most of the product is in that form),
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[Cr(H20)5C1]2+ is the most probable product. This explains the

disappearance of the free chloride and is consistent with the
10

results of homogeneous electron transfer studies, the results

27 +
of Kemrla and Rakowska, and the fact that [Cr(H 20)4CI2] aquates

quickly at so low a pH. Mass balance considerations demonstrate

that (Cr(H20)4C]2] is not formed in any measurable amount. Jones

further showed25'36 with chronopotentiometric measurements in

chlcride and bromide solutions during [Cr(II20)6
]2+ oxidation and

current reversal for both oxidation and reduction that electron

transfer is not preceded by a slow chemical reaction.

Qualitatiwe Interpretation of Existing Data

The chromium(II)/(III) couple in an acidic fluoride or per-

chlorate supporting electrolyte under an inert atmosphere is a

simple one-electron transfer reaction having very irreversible kin-

etics. When ions such as the balides, fluoride excluded, are pres-

ent in the supporting electrolyte, the increasing reversibility of

the couple is due to surface adsorption of the ion which subsequently

transfers to the inner sphere of the approaching labile [Cr(H 20)6]2+ .

The resulting redox couple differs from the simple [Cr(H 20)61 2+/
3+ 2+,

[Cr(H 20)6] in that [Cr(H 20)5 L] , where L = a ligand facilitating

charge transfer, becomes involved. Since the anodic branch is

positive to the point of zero charge on mercury and most anions are

specifically adsorbed at such potentials, the above hypothesis is

the most probable. [Cr(H2 )6]3+ is too slow to inner sphere sub-
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stitution for the halide to complex with it, and reasonable arguments

suggest it is unlikely that the ligand complexes with the labile

2+[Cr(1 20)61 in the bulk part of the solution prior to approaching

the electrode. With a negative one charge on L, a chemical reaction

prior to an electrode reaction can be represented as

2+ 2+[Cr(H 20)6  + L-- [Cr(H20) 5 L]+  -* [Cr(H20) 5 L] (1-2)
kr

Voltage-time curves would show evidence of control by the homogeneous

chemical process if K[L'](kf[L-] + kr) is smaller37 than 500 sec .

K is the equilibrium constant for the homogeneous reaction and is

equal to kf/kr .  [L=] is the ligand concentration in M. Since the

present work is limited to ligands of chloride and bromide, the

following discussion will be limited to them. Chloride will be

considered first. Although exact values of K, kf and kr are not

available, limits for them can be set by the following reasoning.

If the rate of diffusion of the complexing species toward each

other is much faster than the rate of inner sphere complexing,

k = Kkn ; where K = Cr(1I20)6]2+ (1-3)f o in 0 C[Cr(H 2 0) 6 ]2+CCl-

and kin is the rate constant for transfer of the ligand from the

outer to inner coordination sphere. Limits can be set for kin and

388K from the following data. Eigen reports a kin of 2 to 3 x 108

-I
scc , but he has not published the exporimental or theoretical

1,
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details concerning the procurement of this value. Connick39

reports a water exchange rate constant for a specific water on

2+ 9 -l
[Cr(H 20)6]

2 of 7 x 10 sec - . This value may be open to some

question because of other factors contributing to the NMR line

breadth. The rate of exchange of a water ligand on chromium(II)

is certainly Fast, with 108 sec - being a conservative estimate of

k in. For the present discussion, the Eigen value of 2 x 108

-~1
sec will be used to determine whether or not Jones could have

detected control by the homogeneous reaction (1-2).

The outer coordination sphere association constant K can
40-42

be calculated from ionic association theory.
40 42

2

K = ONa 3 exp Be (1-4)
o 3000 DakT

where N = Avogadro's number, a = the encounter distance in cm, zA

= ZB = valence of species, e = elementary charge in absolute
0

electrostatic units, D = dielectric constant of solvent, k =

Boltzmann's constant, and T = absolute temperature. At 25C in an

aqueous solution of D = 80 and a = 4A (corresponding to the outer

coordination sphere), K° = 5 M 1. With K = 5 M 1 and k.n = 2 x

8 -1 9-1 -1
10 sec , kf 1.0 x 10 M sec

Knowledge of the equilibrium constant K for the homogeneous

reaction will yield a value for the reverse rate constant kr

43Pecsok and Bjerrum state that spectrophotometric analysis of

chromium(II) solutions show no detectable amount of inner coordina-

tion sphere complexes forming for solutions less than 6 M in
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chloride. This would suggest an equilibrium constant k < 0.1

-1 44. From experimental kinetic data, Reynolds and Lumry set an

upper limit of 5.5 x 10 M for K. Using this upper limit of

5 x 10-2 M I for K, kr for the dissociation of [Cr(H20)sCI]+ has

a lower limit of 2 x 1010 M isec
I

9 -l1 10 -1When kf = 10 Msec , k = 2 x 10 sec and K = 0.05f r

M1 , K[C](kf[Cl-]+kr)1 ranges from 560 to 700 sec -  for chloride

solutions of 0.08 to 0.10 M, whizh Jones employed. If the activity

coefficient for a 1M NaClO4 supporting electrolyte is considered,

K[Cl-]Yt(kf[Cl-]Y±+kr) ranges from 350 to 440 sec . These

values, with or without the activity coefficient correction, are

on the borderline for detection with chronopotentiometry. Jones'

abundant data are consistent and appear reliable in concluding

that a homogeneous reaction prior to electron transfer is not an

important factor in the kinetics.
C2+ C 2+  e2+ an

For other transition metal ions such as Co 2, 2+ 2+

2+Ni the stability constants with a bromide ion are just about

equal to or less than those with a chloride ion. Consequently, con-

tribution from Reaction (1-2) is even less significant with bromide

than with chloride, unless a very high bromide concentration is used.

7
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When [Cr(H 20)d
2+ approaches an electrode surface which is not

uniformly covered by the adsorbed ion, it can either approach

an occupied site or an unoccupied site. If an unoccupied site is

approached, reaction (I-5) occurs.

P r(H 0) f +  k1b rH+erCH 20) 6V" + e" (1-5)

If an occupied site is appioached by (Cr(H20)J
2+, reaction (1-6)

occurs.

(H)++ Xa 2 [Cr(H2 0 ] 2+ + e (1-6)

where X = chloride or bromide ion.

An overall rate constant which is contributed to by k1 and k

is observed. Since the kinetics of (1-6) are faster than those of

(I-5), the observed apparent rate constants for chromium(II) oxida-

tion will be larger in the presence of ligands which specifically

adsorb on mercury and which complex inner sphere with chromium(II).

For weak interaction of reactants, Marcus
45 states that the

transfer coefficient is 0.5 for small activation overpotentials

when the work terms are negligible. For strong interaction homo-

geneous reactions, the transfer coefficient can still be expected

to be 0.5 in certain cases. The strong interaction case for elec-

trode reactions has not been treated. In a perchlorate medium, a

for r¢r(H20) S/fr(H20)6 X+ is 0.63 uncorrected for double layer

25 26 2+
effects, and 0.5 when corrected . For [Cr(H 20)sC]2+/

(Cr(H20)6]Cl a uncorrected34 is 0.39. Both of these reactions are

polarographically irreversible with the half wave potentials sep-

/
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arated by at least 120 my. The first couple cited could be con-

sidered an example of weak interaction, if no water molecule is

transferred between chromiumCII) and chromium(III), but the second

couple is definitely an example of strong interaction. With

2+t[Cr(H 20) 5 Br] /[Cr(II20) 6]Br , which is another example of strong

25reactant interaction, a uncorrected is 0.48 and the system is

almost polarographically reversible.

Since the thermodynamically most stable form of the labile

chromium(II) is the one whose inner-sphere is coordinated with six

water molecules, in this work the reduction product of

[Cr(H 20)sC1]2+ will be written as [Cr(I 20)6 C1 + , not as

2+[Cr(H 20)5C]
+ , and the reduction, product of [Cr(H 20)5 Br] will be

written as (Cr(H 20) 6 ]Br + , not as [Cr(H 20)Br]+. .

I /



CHAPTER II

MATHEMATICAL ANALYSIS

General Kinetic Considerations

Cyclic voltammetry on a hanging mercury electrode was the

principal experimental method used in this work. Except for the

sensitivity of chromium(II) to air, obtaining cyclic voltammetry

data was experimentally uncomplicated. Evaluation of current-

potential curves, on the other hand, is rather awkward because of

diffusion problems. For irreversible reactions on plane electrodes

with at least partial mass transfer control, several approximate

analytical functions are available. For spherical electrodes or

quasi-reversible reactions, explicit solutions are, for the most

part, lacking and tabulated numerical solutions must be used.

To simplify mathematical analysis and to minimize the number

of assumptions, an expression derived directly from first principles

was used to convert-experimentally obtained current-time data into

reactant species concentration at the interface. The concentra-

tions so obtained were used to find the apparent rate constant at

a given potential.

The advantage of first calculating reactant-species concen-

trations at the interface and then determining the apparent rate

constants was that neither numerical tabulated functions nor a priori

assumptions concerning the dependence of the apparent rate constant on

-22-
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potential need-be made. The most obyious manner in which to treat

the apparent rate constants was. to make a semi-log plot of them

vs applied potential to ascertain if Tafel linearity was observed.

Subsequently-the rate constants for the parallel processes were

separated-with certain assumptions and double layer corrections

applied, as will be shown later.

When the anodic and cathodic waves are distorted sufficiently

from reversible behavior, the back reaction can be neglected for

2+
rate constantcalculatic-ns. This is the case for the [Cr(H 20)6]2/6136+

[Cr(I 20) 
3+ couple-and the [Cr(H+2 )6]Cl/[Cr(H20)5C1]

2+ couple.

Under such conditions the net current is

i = nFACk a  (If-1)

The observed current i at a particular potential is proportional

to an apparent rate constant ka for that same potential. Current

is in amperes and k is in cm/sec. The other symbols are defineda 2 i

as F the Faraday, A the electrode area in cm , C the concentration

in mole/cm3 of the reacting species at the interface, and n the

number of electrons.

+ 2+
For [Cr(II20) 6 ]Br+/[Cr(1120)sBr]2 , the couple is almost rever-

sible and. at any particular potential near its reversible potential,

both an anodic and cathodic component of the current must be con-

sidered. For

2+ - 4 2+
[Cr(I120)6]

2+ + Br ad 4 [Cr( 2 0) Br]2 + e- (11-2)

k4

/<
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k4 and k_4 are the effective first order rate constants with the

surface concentration of Brad included in k4 (i.e., k4  k4 Br""

where Br- is the fractional electrode surface coverage for bro-

mide). For any particular potential, simultaneous rate equations

can be written for the anodic i and cathodic i currents. The
a c

current corresponding to the anodic wave is
-7

ia
nFA = (Cr((10) Br 2+]k - (Ik+] k4  (11-3)

and that for the cathodic wave is

nF Cr(H 0)Br2+]k_4- [CCr(H0) 2+]k 4  (11-4)

The primed concentrations refer to the concentrations observed on

the anodic wave; the unprimed concentrations refer to the concentra-

tions observed on the cathodic wave. Anodic currents are taken as

negative and cathodic currents are positive. These simultaneous t

rate equations can be solved and each rate constant expressed at a

particular potential in terms of %he anodic and cathodic currents

and reacting species concentrations.

[i a(Cr(li20) 6
2 +) - ic(C 2+)]

-4 (nFA)[c 1 2 0) 5 Br 2+) (CCr (120) 62+)- (CCr (120) Br2+) (C (1120) 62+)J

[k_ 4 (Ccr(l20) 5 Br2+) - ic/(nFA)] (II-S)

k4 [CCr(II) 2+ ( -6)

The constancy of k4 at a given potential is contingent on 0 remain-
4 ~Br-

ing constant. Such will be true provided the concentration of bromide

is sufficiently large that no large change in bromide concentration
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in the solution adjacent to the electrode occurs. The adsorption-

desorption of bromide should be very fast and not cause any complica-

tions.

Observed Current-Concentration Relationship

In order -,o use either Eq. (II-i) or Eqs. (11-5) and (11-6),

the concentration of the reactant species at the interface must be

calculated. This can be accomplished by considering the following.

For a plane electrode with a reaction of the form

0 + ne-' R (11-7)

k
a

46
the differential equations and associated boundary conditions are

aC /at = D (a 2C/ ax2) (II-7a)

9CR/t = DR(a 2CR/ax 2 ) (II-7b)

At t =0 and x> O, CO  C* and C= C*1. (II-7c)0 R R

At t 0 and x C , CO  C* and CR  0. (II-7d)

At t > 0 and x = 0,

Do(DCo/3x) = -DR(DCR/ax) : --F = [k C -aCR] (II-7e)

C0 and CR are the concentrations of 0 and R at the distance x from

the electrode, t is time, C* and CR are the bulk concentrations, and0 R

D and DR are the diffusion coefficients.

When the back reaction is negligible, Eq. (11-7e) becomes
D=(C /ax) = i/nFA (II-8a)

for t > 0 and x = 0.
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The apparent rate constant k in the forward and reverse directions
a

are related to the apparent standard rate constant k* by
a

k a k exp [(enF/RT)(E-E°)] (II-8b)a a

where the usual assumption is made that the electrochemical free

energy of activation is a linear function of the overall change in

the electrochemical free energy of the reaction. The applied

electrode potential is E, the standard electrode potential is E*,

and R, T, and F have their usual significance.

By taking Lapiace transforms of Eqs. (II-6a to d), dtzermin-

ing the transform of the surface concentrations as a function of

the transform of the surface fluxes and then using the convolution

theorem, the following is obtained for the concentration in the

solution immediately outside of the diffuse double layer at time t:

C = 1/2] I / 2 dT (11-9)

C= * nFA(Dg) 0(tT

where i corresponds t3 a particular time T and C* is 'the bulk con-

centrationfor whichever polarizable species is present at t=O.

(The experimentally obtained current-potential data from the cyclic

voltammetry curves can be translated easily into current-time data

by viewing theprocess as occurring on a continuous, unidirectional

time scale'with time zero corresponding to the potential at which

the scan was begun.) The sign of the second term in Eq. (11-9)

depended upon which process, oxidation or reduction, was followed.

For example, when [Cr(II20)61 
3 was present in solution at t=O and

7 -
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its reduction was followed, the second term was negative; when the

reoxidation of the generated [Cr(H20)6j
2+ was followed, the seaond

term was positive. For all of the experiments in the present

work, chromium was initially present only in the chromium(III) form

so that the concentration of the chromium(II) form at t=0 was al-

ways zero.

Several assumptions4 7 are implicit ir the derivation of Eq.

(11-9). Diffusion toward the spherical electrode was described by

semi-infinite linear diffusion equations. The use of a support-

ing electrolyte in large excess over the concentration of the

polarizable species enabled ionic migration under the influence of

an electric field to be neglected. Convection complications were

not considered. The diffusion coefficient was assured the same for

chromium(II) and chromium(III) in using Eq. (11-9). This assumption

was based on the knowledge that the diffusion current constants

measured in nearly identical solutions for chromium(II) and

chromium(I]I) were 1.50 and 1.54 respectively.14  The diffusion

coefficient for [Cr(II20) 6 13+ at 25
0C in 0.SM NaClO4 at a pH of 3

to 4 was calculated to be 5.82 x 10.6 cm 2/sec from the experimentally

4 &measured diffusion current constant. This calculation was

49accomplished with the simple Ilkovic equation which is correct

to within 5%.
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Experimental Conditions Corresponding to Calculation of Interface
Concentrations

The current-time data from the initial cycle sweeps are the

only really safe data to use for Eq. (11-9), since the assumptions

used for its derivation -- negligible convection and spherical

corrections --should then be valid. The initial cycle sweeps were

completed in 10 to 20 sec whereas generally 30 sec is required for

natural convection to develop. Consequently convection complications

were not taken into account. To ascertain how large the correction

for'spherical -divergence of the electrode was, published tables of

Nicholson and Shain can be used. From these tables, the contri-

bution to the total current for the spherical divergence of the

electrode for the first cathodic oranodic sweep of an irreversible

or of a reversible reaction can be calculated. Such was done for

the three different couples considered in this work.

For the first sweep for the irreversible [Cr(II20)61
2+/

[Cr(II20)61
3+ couple, the parameters used for this calculation were

e-6 
2

scan rate = 0.2 V/sec, diffusion coefficient = 5.82 x 10 cm /sec,

transfer coefficient = 0.5, radius of electrode = 0.028 cm,

apparent standard rate constant = 10"5 cm/sec, and standard )oten-

tial = -0.65V vs SCE. The correction for spherical divergence

amounted at most to only 0.2% of the total observed current. For

the potential range from which most of the apparent rate constants

were obtained, the spherical correction was less than 0.1% of the

total observed current.
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For the [Cr(H 20) 6 ]C+/[Cr(H2 0)5 cl] 2+ couple which can be

analyzed by neglecting the back reaction, the spherical correction

over the potential range of the greatest interest was again about

0.1% of the total observed current. For this calculation the

standard apparent rate constant was taken as 3 x 10-4 cm/sec, and

the standard potential as -0.46V vs SCE. The other parameters

were the same as the ones listed above.

+ 2+
For the almost reversible [Cr(H20) 6 ]Br+/[Cr(H20)s Br]

couple, an estimate of the spherical contribution could be made

from the Nicholson and Shain tabulated data for a reversible reac-

tion. In this case the spherical contribution to the total current

was at most about 1%. For this calculation (E-E1/2) was t 30 mV,

with the other parameters needed for the calculation being the same

as those already given. Since the spherical contributions were so

small for each of the three couples, the spherical contributions

could be disregarded for the initial sweep voltammetry curves.

A significant portion of this work was done with the initial

sweep data. However, much data was recorded in earlier phases of

this work after 3 or 4 complete cyclic scans had produced volt-

ammetry curves of constant shape. Since it was desirable to also

use these "steady-state" data, the necessity arose for determining

how different the rate constants and Tafel slopes obtained from

the "steady-state" data were from the initial sweep data.

The method for determining these differences was to compare

the apparent rate constants calculated from initial cycle current-

, / . " ... .-
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time data with the apparent rate constants calculated from the

"steady-state" curve for the same run. For the calculation of

the apparent rate constants from the initial cycle scan, the inte-

gration in Eq. (11-9) was begun at 'the true time zero when the

concentration of chromium(III) at the interface was equal to the

concentration of chromium(III) in the bulk and the concentration of

chromium(II) was equal to zero. For the calculation of the appar-

ent rate constants from the "steady-state" cycle, a point on the

curve was designated as t=O, which will be termed pseudo-time

zero, and the assumption was made that at this point the concentra-

tion of chromium(III) at the interface was equal to the concentra-

tion of chromium(IIl) in the bulk and that the concentration of

chromium(II) was equal to zero. The integration in Eq. (11-9) was

then begun from the pseudo-time zero.

If the pseudo time zero for the "steady-state" curve is
I

selected from a flat portion of the curve preceding a voltammetry

peak where the net current was zero or close to it, the concentra-

tion gradient would also be close to zero. The other errors

re.ulting from using a "steady-state" curve instead of an initial

cycle curve are difficult to predict. Some natural convection

should have set in. Furthermore, the concentration gradient may

extend further from the electrode surface than during the initial

sweep and hence the spherical correction may not necessarily be

small. rhe actual proof that the differences in apparent rate

constants and Tafel slopes between initial and "steady-state"
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cycles were small, is the comparison of these parameters for the

initial and "steady-state" cycles in a number of test cases.

The first critical case is that with no halogen present in

the supporting solution. The cyclic voltammetry curve beginning

:t the true time zero and continuing until the "steady-state" has

been reached is shown in curve A of Fig. II-1. The apparent rate

2+ -, +
constants for the Cr(H 20)2 /fr(H20)4x couple were calculated by

the computer program (described in the following section) for two

different typical initial cycle voltammetry curves which began at

the true time zero and for each of their "steady-state" cycle

voltammetry curves which began at a pseudo time zero. For the

initial cycle curves, the total electrilysis times were 20 sec

and for the steady-state cycle curves, the pseudo time zero was

either 60 or 80 sec after the true time zero. The pseudo time zero

was selected from a flat portion of the curve preceding the cathodic

peak, where the net current was zero or close to it. In this

manner an attempt was made to begin the integration when the con-

centration gradient was close to zero. The pseudo time zero and

true time zero are indicated by the vertical arrows in Fig. II-1.

A semi-log plot of apparent rate constants vs applied poten-

tial calculated from the initial cycle and the "steady-state" cycle

are given in Fig. 11-2. The apparent rate constants on the cathodic

branch for the initial and steady-state cycles were virtually identi-

cal. On the anodic branch, the. steady-state cycle's rate constants
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POTENTIAL (V) vs SCE
Fig. 11-2. Log of apparent rate constants from
initial and "steady-state" cycle scans vs applied
potentials for [Cr(H 2 0)6 J2+/[cr(H 2 0)6]3;-
Initial [Cr(H 2 0)61(Clo 4 )3 concentration = 2.46 mM
in 0.33 M NaClO4 at pH = 2.20, T = 250C, scan rate

0.0982 V/sec, and HME areas were:O0.02381 cm2 ;
X 0.02236 cm2 .eandoare the initial cycle appar-
ent ratc constants and aand Aare the correspond-
ing "steady-state" apparent rate constants.
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were between a factor of 1.5 to 2 times larger than the rate con-

stants for the initial cycle. The values of the Tafel slopes did

not change between the initial and steady-state cycles. When the

standard apparent rate constants and standard potential were calcu-

lated from initial cycle and steady-state cycle data, the question

of which set of data to use became relatively minor. The differ-

ence in apparent standard rate constants was a factor of 1.4 and

the difference in stan'dard potential was 10 mV. The larger discrep-

ancy between apparent rate constants for the anodic branch than for

the cathodic branch was a result of assuming the chromium(II)

concentration to be zero at the electrode surface and extending

out into the solution at the pseudo time zero. These were zero

only at the true time zero.

The second critical case evaluated was with bromide present

in the supporting electrolyte. The voltammetry curves with bromide

present in the supporting electrolyte are significantly different

from those with only perchlorate present. The cyclic voltammetry

curve in bromide-perchlorate solutions beginning at the true time

zero and continuing until the "steady-state" was reached are shown

in curve B of Fig. II-I. The true and pseudo time zeroes are indi-

cated with vertical arrows.

Another computer program (described in the next section) was

used to calculate apparent rate constants for two typical runs

with bromide present in the supporting electrolyte for the

[Cr(H 20) 62+/[Cr(H20) J+ couple and for the [Cr(H 20)6 ] Br+ /

1/
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r2+
[CrH20) Br couple from both the initial cycle and "steady-state"

cycle current-time data. A semi-log plot of these apparent rate

constants is given in Fig. 11-3. The intersection of extrapolated

liies at more negative potentials corresponds to the apparent

2+ 3+standard rate constant for the [Cr(H 20)6 ]2+/[Cr(H20)6] couple,

while the intersection of lines at less negative potentials

corresponds to the apparent standard rate constant for the

[Cr(H 20) 6 Br+ /[Cr(H 20) 5 Br] 2+ couple.

For the [Cr(H 20)6 ]Br+/[CrIf2 0),Br]
2+ couple, the Tafel slopes

were identical for the initial cycle and "steady-state" cycle

curves. The apparent standard rate constants differed by a factor

of 1.8 and the standard potentials differ by 8 mV. For the

[Cr(if20) 6]2+/[Cr(H 20)61 3+ couple, thz Tafel slopes for the cathodic

branch differed for the initial cycle and "steady-state" cycle

curves, but the difference was relatively small.

Since the Tafel slopes, standard apparent rate constants and

standard potentials calculated with Eq. (11-9) from "steady-state"

cycle voltammetry data (even with no spherical divergence correc-

tion) do not differ substantially from those values calculated from

the initial cycle voltammetry data for the critical cases, the use

of "steady-state" cycle data appears acceptable.

Computer Program to Generate Reactant Species Concentrations at the

Interface and the Apparent Rate Constants

To facilitate the integration in Eq. (11-9) and the use of

the resulting concentrations in Eq. (11-1), (11-5), or (11-6) for

!I
/
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the calculation of apparent rate constants, a digital computer

(Univac 1108) was used. From the following considerations, com-

puter programs were written.

Typically the potential was swept from zero to a -1 V vs SCE

and then reversed. Since the same potential was passed twice in

one complete cycle, the procedure was viewed as occurring on a con-

tinuous, unidirectional time scale. The function within the integral

sign for Eq. (11-9) was calculated for closely spaced equal time

intervals corresponding to 0.01 V and summed according to the

method of trapeziums. Once the interface concentration values were

obtained, Eqs. (II-1) or (11-5) and (1-I6) were used to calculate

apparent rate constants at predetermined voltages of interest.

The current values used in Eq. (11-9) were the Faradaic, not

the total observed currents. The assumption was made that the Fara-

daic and non-Faradaic components of the total current are additive

and that the non-Faradaic component could simply be subtracted from

the total observed current. Thus

itotal observed Faradaic 1i onor~radaic) (II-10

At a sweep rate of ').2V/sec, one of the fastest swee' rates used

in this work, the non-Faradaic current was only abcjt 1 x 10-

2 -4 2A/cm while the Fa" .Ii,: peak currents were about 3 x 10- A/cm

The size of the non-Faradaic current for each voltammetry curve

was obtained from the change in current values at the points where
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the scan direction was reversed. The non-Faradaic current was

assumed constant over the entire potential range scanned. There-

fore a small error was introduced since the double layer capacity

was not constant over the voltage range under consideration. The

error, however, in the final double .'ayer corrected standard ratc

constants was quite small, being no greater than 2.5%. This error

estimate was made on the basis that the non-Faradaic component was

usually not greater than 3% of the current averaged over the volt-

ammetry peak and Lsed in the integration of Eq. (11-9).

Appendix I contains the program mainline for obtaining

apparent rate constants when the back reaction can be neglected.
Appendix II contains the program mainline for obtaining apparent

rate constants when the back reaction must be considered. An

explanation of each mainline is given. Both programs were written V
jn Fortran V and executed on a Univac 1108.

Double Layer Corrections

Double layer corrections can be substantial with higher

valency ions like chromium(II) -,d chromium(III) at millimolar

concentrations, even in the presence of a supporting electrolyte

with an ionic strength near C.35. Double layer corrections derived

by Frumkin for the apparent rate constants consider the fact that

only a portion of the potential drop across the interface occurs

between the electrode and the outer Helmholtz plane, and that the

concentration of reacting species at the outer Helmholtz plane is

- /
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substantially different from what it would be in the bulk. The

sofollowing equation can be used to correct apparent rate constants

at any given potential to true rate constants for the same potential.

ka = k t exp [ ,an-Z ) FO2 / (RT)] (II-ii)

M'he charge with sign of the reducing species is Z; a is the true

transfer coefficient; and 02 is the potential at the outer Helmholtz

plane relative to the bulk of the solution. In Eq. (II-lI) the

assumption is made that the distance of closest approach to the

electrode of the reacting species before charge transfer corresponds

to the outer Helmholtz plane.

The true transfer coefficient at can be calculated from
51

the apparent transfer coefficient aa for a one-electron transfer by

at = (11-12)"@2

DE

where 302/DE is the value over the potential range where the appar-

ent rate constants were used to calculate aa . The use of Eqs.

(II-11) and (11-12) for determining the double layer corrected rate

constants-for'the'cathodic branch is correct and does not depend

upon (a + 8) equalling one. Using these equations for the anodic

branch is open to question, since then the assumption that (a + B)

=1 is necessazy., If all effects which influence the redox kinetics

are properly accounted for, (a + 6) should indeed equal one. The

at which is used in Eq. (11-11) for the correction of the anodic

branch rate constants is obtained from Eq. (11-12) with the a being

/ "
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(1-0a. Here the Ba is the apparent transfer coefficient for the

anodic branch. Some question exists about how to consider the

reduction of the inner sphere halogen chromium(III) complex with

respect to a. A discussion of the reduction of the inner-sphere

halogen chromium(III) complex will be given later.

52
*2 data on mercury for pure perchlorate, chloride, and

bromide53 solutions over a concentration range of about 0.01 to

4 M are available. The previously unpublished double layer data of

R. Payne for perchlorate solutions are listed in Appendix III.

The author is indebted to Dr. Payne for making these data available.

02 data for the experimentally used mixed electrolytes of

perchlorate and chloride, or bromide, are not available. Dutkie-

wicz and Parsons54 presented a partial solution to the problem.

With different mixtures of KI and KF at constant ionic strength, they

found that the dependence of the iodide adsorption data on the

activity of the salt (aKI) = (aK+)(aI_) was the same, independent of

the concentration of the KF. Such was not the case when the depen-

dence of the iodide adsorption on the iodide activity (a,- =

Y.CI ) was considered. Isotherms of electrode charge coincided

for solutions of pure KI and mixtures of KI and KF when the charge

due to specific adsorption was plotted vs the log of the salt activ-

ity, aKI, and not vs the log of the iodide ion activity. Conse-

quently, *2 data for pure iodide solutionscan be plotted vs the

salt activity and then the *2 data for a mixed electrolyte of iodide

y-s * ,



and fluoride for a certain total salt activity can be determined

from the graph.

Iodide strongly adsorbs on mercury whereas fluoride does not

adsorb. The same experimental correlation for two adsorbing anions

probably would not be exactly the same as that for one strongly ad-

S5asorbing anion and a non-adsorbing anion. Teppema et al. used

the method of Dutkiewicz and Parsons for bromide-chloride mixtures

at potentials where the chloride adsorption is almost negligible.

The mixtures were then treated as if chloride did not specifically

adsorb. The method worked well since their measured capacity-

potential curves for KCI + KI mixtures were identical to the capacity-

potential curves of KF + KI mixtures at potentials more negative

than -1.0 V vs NCE for mole fractions of KI in KI + KCl mixtures of

0, 0.01, and 0.1.

They also suggested that the method of Dutkiewicz and Parsons

would not work well if the ratio of strongly adsorbing anion to

weakly adsorbing anion in a solution was less than 0.2. This is

because the presence of the more weakly adsorbing ion in the inner

part of the compact double layer would make a substantial contri-

bution to the 2 values.

Since the perchlorate specific adsorption is weaker than the

chloride or bromide specific adsorption, the method of Dutkiewicz

and Parsons was applied to the mixed electrolytes used in the

present work. For the chloride-perchlorate mixtures, the method

worked well except at low (<4%) percentages of chloride in per-

5"/
',
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chlorate at potentials negative to the point of zero charge, which

is -0.490 V vs SCE in 0.33 M NaClO4 at a p1 of 2.0 according to

Payne's data (Appendix III). For this range, *2 data for pure

perchlorate solutions were used. For the bromideperchlorate mix-

tures, the method did not work as well. The details of the separa-

tion-of apparent rate constants for the parallel oxidation reactions

and the details of double layer corrections will be presented with

the data analysis.

The *2 data used to correct apparent rate constants were not

obtained in the presence of chromium ions, whe'eas the solutions used

in the present work contained chromium. Even though the supporting

electrolyte was 0.33 M NaClO and the bulk chromium(III) concentra-
4

-3tion was < 5 x 10 M, some of the 0 2 values were sufficient in some

cases to cause very high chromium(III) and chromium(II) concentra-

tions at the electrode. The 02 values would be expected to differ

somewhat with and without chromium ions present. For the correc-

tion of apparent rate constants, the effect of chromium on *2 was

not taken into account. The consequences of this omission will be

further discussed in the last chapter.



CHAPTER III

EQUIPMENT, CHEMICALS, AND TECHNIQUES

Electronic and Glass Equipment

A Hewlett-Packard function generator (model 3300A) was used

55 b
in conjunction with a scanner modified Wenking fast rise poten-

tiostat (model 61R) and Hewlett-Packard X-Y recorder (model'7030A)

for the cyclic voltammetry studies on a-hanging mercury electrode

(HME). (Some preliminary studies were made on a mercury pool

electrode which is shown in Fig. III-1.) The slewing rate

(20 in/sec) of the X-Y recorder was such as to enable the recording

of the current-voltage curves with no distortion at accuracies of

0.3% up to the fastest voltage sweep used in the present work.

This was generally 0.2V/sec (equivalent to 21/sec pen travel). One

run only was at 0.47V/sec (equivalent to 4.7"t/sec pen travel) and

the apparent rate constants calculated from these voltammetry

curves agreed with those of slower sweep rates.

The Kemula Assembly for the HME was modified to improve

electrical contact by placing a bit of silver solder between the

center shaft and outer hull. Mercury drops of reproducible size were

formed at the end of precision bore tubing (Wilmid Glass Co.) of

0.004 inch internal diameter. Drop size was controlled by turning

the micrometer of the Kemula Assembly the same distance for each

drop formation. After the experiment was completed, about a dozen

-43-
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Fig. 111-1. Electrochemical cell showing

the working electrode comp;.rtment on the
right and the counter electrode compart-
ment on the left. A = Mercury reservior
for Ha pool electrode; B Helium gas
exit; C = Tungsten lead to Hg pool elec-
trode; 0= Inlet tube from storaoe pi-
pettes; E = Opening to reference elec-
trode compartment; F = Hg pool electrode;

G= Bubblers; H = Sintered glass disc;
I Platinum foil; J = Capillary for HME;
K Liquid level; L = Level of oil in oil
bath surrounding cell; M = 2" joint pres-
sure clamp (not pictured); N = Kel-F adapter.

-----------------------------
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drops of mercury were formed in the same solution used for the

voltammetry studies and knocked off the tip of the capillary.

There was no evidence of residual mercury outside of the capillary.

These drops were individually weighed (the standard deviation in

the average drop weight was about 3%) ;md the electrode area calcu-

lated from the average weight assuming sphericity of the drop.

The experiments were performed in a three compartment, air-

tight Pyrex glass cell shown in Pigs. III-P and 111-2. The tempera-

ture of the electrochemical cell was held at 25 t O.1*C by means of

a silicone oil bath. The only 2 inch ball and socket type joint

(West Glass Co.) near the top of the working electrode compartment

was fitted with a Teflon sleeve and a Teflon O-ring. All stopcocks

were Teflon and all other ball and socket joints (West Glass Co.)

were vacuum tight with inserted Teflon O-rings. A Kel-F adaptor

was located on the working electrode compartment for introduction

of the tIME into the cell. Another was located on the reference

electrode compartment for introduction of the NaCl saturated calomel

reference electrode. Both adaptors were fitted securely into the

taper joints of the cell with Teflon O-rings embedded in the Kel-F.

Around each of the electrodes were Teflon O-rings which seated when

the inner Kel-F fitting was screwed into the outer. The reference

electrode and counter electrode compartments were separated from

the working electrode compartment with medium and coarse sintered

glass discs, respectively.
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Fig. 111-2. Reference compartment of electro-
chemical cell. A = Working electrode compart-
ment; B = Luggin capillary; C = Sintered
glass disc; 0 = Bubbler; E = SCE; F = Kel-F
adapter; G Electrocal lead from reference
electrode.
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Purified helium gas (Ohio Chemical - water pumped) was intro-

duced into each compartment of the cell through bubblers. The

helium gas exited from each compartment through water filled traps

to avoid back diffusion of the air. Oxygen was removed from the

tank helium by passing it through heated copper turnings maintained

at 600*C in a Sargent furnace (model S36517). For further removal

of 02 and other trv- impurities, the helium was then passed through

a TiO trap s,)bmerged in ; quid nitrogen. Finally the helium was

passed throi a bubbler cortaining conductivity water in order to

saturate the :as with w ,, and minimize evaporation of water from

the cell., The u rain was made entirely of Pyrex glass and

copper tubing. Graded Kovar seals were used at the copper-glass

junctions. All stopcocks were Teflon.

The working electrode compartment was fitted with two

pipettes, one calibrated in 0.1 ml units and holding a total volume

of 10 ml, and the other calibrated in 1 ml units and holding a

total volume of 70 ml. These pipettes were used for the introduction

of reagents to the cell without exposing the cell to the atmosphere.

The larger pipette was fitted with a purified helium supply identical

to the one already described for the electrochemical cell. The

helium'was introduced below the liquid level of the reagent and

exited through the working electrode compartment near the 2 inch

joint. Thus the working electrode compartment effectively had two

sources of helium: one from its own bubbler and the second from the
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larger reagent storage pipette. The smaller pipette was closed on

top with a Teflon plug. Since very small volumes of reagents were

added to the electrochemical cell from this pipette, prior purging

of the reagents while they were still in the small pipette was

considered unnecessary. After the reagent was added to the working

electrode compartment, it was purged of oxygen by means of the

bubbler in that compartment.

All glassware, except the electrochemical cell, was cleaned

first with a biodegradable detergent, Alconox, rinsed thoroughly

with singly distilled water, soaked at least 24 hrs in a 1:1 mix-

ture o1! colcentrated HNO 3-11SO, rinsed well with triply distilled

conductivity water, and further soaked in conductivity water for

ait leatst a few hours. It the water did not run freely off the glass

surfaces, the piece was recleaned. The electrochemical cell was

only acid cleaned as described above. Because of the porosity of

the bubblers in the cell, the detergent would have been extremely

difficult to rinse out. Teflon parts of the cell and of the helium

lines were also acid cleaned as described above, but soaked for

several days in continually changed conductivity water and not used

until all of the adsorbed acid was removed. This was determined

with p1l paper.

Chemicals

Triply distilled conductivity water was used for all solutions.

Commercially available NaClO4 is contaminated as evidenced by

i4

S1
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a broad cathodic peak centering on -1 V vs SCE. Consequently the

supporting electrolyte used in this work was prepared from reagent

grade HC104 (J. T. Baker Chemical Co.) and NaOH pellets (Fisher

Scientific Co.) freshly dissolved in water to a strength of about

10 M. This clear NaOH solution was very hot (80-90*C) and was

q-iickly added to standardized HC1O4 (n- 10 M) until the solution

reached a p11 of 7 as indicated by pH paper. The high temperature

of the NaOH solution helped to prevent dissolution of CO2 in the

solution from tine air. The neutral NaC)0 4 solution was cooled to

room temperature and diluted to the desired molarity (o 0.23 -

0.33 NJ). It was acidified to a p1l of about 2 which was precisely

measured with a Beckman Expandomatic p'l meter (model 76A).

There is a fair probability that iron contamination greater

than that reported by the manufacturer was present in the NaOH

which was used to prepare the NaClO 4 supporting electrolyte.

Strong evidence which is discussed in a following section indi-

cates that the iron caused no complications since H2 evolution

occurred at the expected potential and the voltammetry curves

were extremely reproducible.

Impure mercury can cause extraneous peaks in the voltammetry

curves as well as maxima. Whenever the voltammetry curves appeared

distorted, the reason was generally unclean mercury. Commercially

distilled mercury was filtered, washed with dilute HNO3 for at least

24 hrs, rinsed with conductivity water, dried by filtering, distilled

/ "
-. -* S ..i



under a continuous stream of air, then finally vacuum distilled.

Mercury so cleaned cannot.be stored in a closed glass container for

more than 2 or 3 months without needing recleaning because of oxide

formation.

The salt [Cr(1 20)6](CO4)3 was prepared
9 by adding unstabilized

30 H20 2 (Baker Analyzed) to Na2Cr207 .21' 20 (Fisher Certified) in

HC104 (Baker Analyzed). The reaction is

811CIO 4 + Na2Cr20*2H20 + 311202 + 31120

2[Cr(H20 )(C1 O4 ) 3 + 302 + 2NaCIO4  (111-1)

The highly exothermic reaction was kept at moderate temperatures by

placing the reaction vessel in ice water. To avoid formation of

the green colored chromium dimer, the solution was kept very acid.

After the formation of [Cr(1 20)6](GI4)3 was apparent by the

appearance of a violet colored solution, excess 11202 was boiled

off with gentle heating.

NaCl and NaBr (Baker Analyzed) were purified by several re-

crystallizations. In the case of NaBr, the first crystals were

discarded since they contained a higher percentage of the chloride

impurity than did the mother liquor.

Reagent grade (Mallinckrodt Chemical Works) CrCl 3.611 20 was

the source for [Cr(H 20)sC] 
2+ . The commercially available salt

9

is at least 98% in the form [Cr(H 20)4C12]CI which aquates to a

stable form [Cr(H 20)sCI]C12 in an acidi' solution. Spectrophoto-

2 - .2
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metric analysis was used to determine when the complex was in the

desired form and the solution was used without further purification.
25

Chromic bromide (K4K Laboratories) was the source for
2+

[Cr(H 20)5Br] . The commercial salt very quickly aquates to the

desired form, as was spectrophotometrically determined, and was

stable for several hours before further aquation. No further

purification was employed.

Spectr photometric Analysis

The molar extinction coefficient forLCr(ll 20)+ at 4070A

was determined to be 15.6 M cm" . This was accomplished by meas-

uring the absorption of a (Cr(1120) 6 ](C104 ) 3 solution in HCIO 4 at a

2-
pH of I, oxidizing the chromium(M) to CrO4  with H202 in NaOH,

and then determining the chromium concentration from the well-

known chromate extinction coefficient 56 '16 of 4830 at 3730A. All

spectrophotometric measurements were made with a Cary-i5 spectro-

photometer. The wavelengths corresponding to the absorption maxima

and the corresponding molar extinction coefficients9 '17 used for

r(H2O)5Cq2+, [Cr(H20)4Cl + and [r(if20) BIi V were 21.6 at 4300A,

27.9 at 4500A, and 22.4 at 4320A, respectively.

Pur ity and Reproducibility

.If the manufacturer's analysis of reagent impurities is to be

believed, the prepared 1 1 (Cr(H2 0)6 ] (CIO4 ) 3 contained a maximum

31 2- 2-
of 1 x 10 M impurities as C-, S 4 , H2So4  NO3 , and P04

Since the electrochemical experimenti contained a chromium concen-

4,
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tration in the millimolar range, the impurity level introduced

via the chromium stock solution was in the micromolar range. A

comparable impurity level composed of C1", SO4
2 -, Pb, Fe and in-

soluble matter was introduced through the supporting electrolyte.

Even if the supporting electrolyte (pH = 2) were exposed to an

atmosphere containing 0.5 atm of CC the CO3
2  concentration57

in the solution wculd be less than 10"  M and thus only dissolved

CO2 need be considered. Carbonate introduced with the NaOll solu-

tion when it was added to the 1IC1O would be in the form of CO2.4 2
It is rather unlikely that sufficient CO2 would be adsorbed on the

electrode to have any significant effect on the results.

J.\idence tlha .i.inpurit y efiects were not impI)ortant is presented

in Figs. 111-3 and 111-4. Figure 111-3 shows that no detectable

adsorption, desorpt.ion, or IFaradaic peaks, other than hydrogen

evolution, were present in the background curve on a h,,fE in acidic

NaCIO4 solutions with no chromium present. Figure 111.4 shows

reproducible[Cr(1120) 3
+ reduction waves taken at various time

intervals. Impurity effects usually lead to irreproducibility.

Procedure

A typical experiment was performed in the following manner.

Conductivity water was kept in the Pyrex cell when the cell was

not being used. The Pyrex cell was emptied of conductivity water

with a large pipette and filled with a known volume of NaClO4.

All bubblers and joints were fitted into place and helium passed

/
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Curve A was obtained 4 hrs after curve B.

Concentration of [Cr(H 20)6](C10 4 )3
0.250 aM, HME area = 0.0232 cm2, scan
rate 0.0333 V/sec.
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Curve B was obtained 16.5 hrs after
curve A. Concentration of [Cr(H 20)6](Cl04 )3
= 0.500 mM, HME area 0.0245 cm2, scan
rate 0.0333 V/sec.

Fig. 111-4. Time effects of [Cr(H 20)6]3+

reduction in 0.42 M NaClO 4 , pH=2.0, T=25 0C.
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through the solution for a few hours to remove 02* Any reagents

to be added were placed in the pipette above the working electrode

compartment. Helium was passed through the larger pipette.

Chromium concentrations were spectrophotometrically determined

prior to the complexes being introduced to the cell. Only one

chromium complex isomer was spectrophotometrically analyzed and

added to the cell at a time. The purified NaCl or NaBr crystals

were carefully weighed and solutions of the desired molarity pre-

pared. About'20 min before the run began, the bright platinum foil

counter electrode was fitted into place, and the SCE reference

electrode (Fisher calomel electrode, cat. no. 13-639-52) was checked

against an identical unused electrode with a Hewlett-Packard (419A)

DC null voltmeter and fitted into place.

For[Cr(1 2O)P
+ solutions containing chloride, the potential

was scanned from 0.00 to -1.0 V vs SCE and for solutions containing

bromide, the potential was swept from -0.1 to -1.1 V vs SCE. For

other chromium isomers the potential sweep range was shortened.

[Cr(H 20) 5B was examined over a potential range of -0.1 V to

-0.6 V vs SCE and [Cr(H20)5CA
2+ was studied over a potential range

of 0.0 to -0.75 V vs SCE.

With only NaCIO and no chromium in the cell, background
4

curves were recorded at typical scan rates to check solution purity.

If the background curve was acceptable, the run proceeded. When

the mercury was beginning to form oxides, the background curve

I



would indicate the presence of impurities by showing extraneous

peaks, maxima, or a distortion of the H2 evolution peak. A known

volume of the solution containing the chromium complex, usually

1 M in strength, was introduced into the cell. Their volumes were

typically 2 ml and measurable to ± 0.002 ml. Voltammetry curves

were used to determine if all experimental conditions were proper

and if the run should continue. Known volumes of NaCl or NaBr

at concentrations of 0.01 to 4 M were added. These were typically

from 0.5 to 5 ml and measurable to t 0.01 ml.

After introduction of a reagent to the working electrode

compartment, the solution was mixed by permitting helium to bubble

through it. During the voltammetry sweeps, the solution was

quiescent.

'A
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CHAPTER IV

EXPERIMENTAL DATA AND THEIR ANALYSIS

The Hexaaquochromium Couple in a NaC10 4 Supporting Electrolyte

The "steady-state" cyclic voltammetry curve of [Cr(H20) 6 ] 3 +

on an HME with a bright Pt foil counter electrode is shown by

curve A in Fig. IV-1 for 0.33 MNaC104 at a pH of v 2. The semi-

log plot of the apparent rate constants for the [Cr(H20) 6 12 +/

[Cr(H20) couple at various potentials for many runs is the
[s2 613

upper graph in Fig. IV-2. The points in the plot were obtained

with the computer program in Appendix I which utilized Eqs.

(II-1) and (11-9). The best straight line was drawn through these

points and extrapolated to the apparent standard rate constant at

0
the apparent standard potential (Ea The activity coefficients

2+ 3+
for [Cr(1120) 6 ] and [Cr(H20) 6] were assumea to be equal.

Rather than double layer correct each experimentally obtained

point shown in the upper graph of Fig. IV-2, the line itself was

double layer corrected at a number of different potentials along

the line. The double layer corrections at any given potential were

made by solving for k in Eq. (II-11):

(an-Z) Fc2]

a = ktexp [ RT

-57-
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Fig. IV-2. Log of apparent (upper, and double layer corrected (lower) rate constants v3s applied
potential for the [Cr(H2 0) 612+/[Or(H20)6

]
1
3+ 

couple. All runs at 25°C In 0.33 t, NaClO 4 at pit of
'i2.20 on a HME with the areas, Initial .[Cr(H2 0) 6)(C'04) 3 concentrations, and scan rates as above.
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For Eq. (I-11) the k for any given potential was obtained froma

the plot in Fig. IV-2. The true transfer coefficient was calcu-

lated from the appropriate apparent transfer coefficient from

Fig. IV-2 with Eq. (11-12). For the cathodic branch at was 0.48.

For the anodic branch at was 0.43. The double layer corrected

curve shown as the lower graph in Fig. IV-2 was extrapolated to

the true standard rate constant at the standard potential

(Eo)t . For the double layer corrections in NaCIO4 , *2 data

from HCIO 4 solutions were used in lieu of the unavailable 02

data for NaClO No serious error resulted from this since the
4.

02 data for these two electrolytes should be essentially the

same, as will be discussed in the last,.,olapter.

The above treatment does not consider that some of the

electrode sites are covered with adsorbed perchlorate ions rather

than water. As long 'as the perchlorate ions do not facilitate

charge transfer, their presence would not be expected to cause any

serious error provided double layer corrections reflect their

effects on the potential distribution at the interface. Even at

quite anodic potentials, not more than 10% of tihe total surface

would be expefted to be covered with the rather weakly adsorbed

perchlorate. For the calculation of rate constants, the electrode

sites were considered to be covered by either water, water and

chloride, or water and bromide, whichever was applicable. The

\\ perchlorate ion will be further discussed in the last chapter.

/ <---\.
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Cyclic Voltanunetry c f __(_ __ in a Mixed Chloride-Perchlorate
Supporting Electrc te

When increa ,g con,,:entrations of NaC1 were added to the

NaClO4 supportini, ,Iectrol'.te, with the ionic strength held con-

3+
stant, the results:;) cyclic voltammetry curves for [Cr(H20)6]

were different from the ones show, in Fig. IV-1 for the simple

2+
[Cr(H20)6] /[Cr(H 20)6] couple in a pure perchlorate solution.

For the chloride-perchlo.ive solutions the anodic peak was

shifted toward more negative *otentiais and the original cathodic

peak appeared more drawn-out because of a new cathodic wave

superimposed near its foot. Its position, however, was unchanged.

The "steady-state" cyclic voltammetry curves for increasing

chloride concentrations are shown in Figs. IV-l, 3 and 4a. In

all cases the counter electrode was a bright Pt foil.

Small differences between the initial cycle and "teady-

state" cycle curves and resulting observed apparent rate constants

existed in the mixed chloride-perchlorate electrolytes. Figure

IV-4b shows the cyclic voltammetry curve beginning at the true

time zero and continuing until a "steady-state" was reached.

Figure IV-4c shows the resulting observed apparent rate constants.

The details concerning the two different pseudo time zeroes are

explained along with the computer program at the end of tppendix

II. Figur e IV-4c also shows that the new cathodic peak appeared

2+
only after [Cr(H120)6] was oxidized.

7I
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Fig. IV-4c. Log of observed apparent rato ..rn
stants In mixed ohloride-perchlorate solutiorn
for initial (A) and "steady-stata" (o) sc6n.
Experimental conditions given in Fig, I"lf4b.

The cathodic branch occurring at higher ob-

served apparent rate constants corre.ponds

to the red'btion of [Cr(H 2 0) 5 C1 2 * . The caflo-
dic branch occurring at lower observ.,d apvLr .,t
rate constants car-respondr to the rklHti I

[Cr(H 2 0) 6 13 +. The anodic branch corrvbponu, t,

the oxidationsof [Cr(H 2 0) 6 101 + [Cr(H 2 0) 6
2 .

//
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The anodic peak was a composite of two different electro-

2+
chemical oxidations: the oxidation of [Cr(H 20)6] at si:es

covered with water and at sites covered with chloride. The reac-

tion which occurred at a water-covered site can be written as

k1
[Cr(1l 20) 6 ] 2+  1 [Cr(H20) 6] + e" (IV-I)

where k 1 = kli2 with 20 being the fractional surface coverage

for water. The oxidation which occurred at a chloride covered site

can be written as

k2

[Cr(H2 06 2+ Cld 11 [Cr(H20) C1] 2 + + e (IV-2)

where k2 = k2 ci, with 0CI_ being the fractional surface coverage

for chloride. Since the electrode coverage with water is close

to unity even at quite anodic potentials in halogen containing

solutions, 9H20 will be set equal to unity as a good approximation.

The original cathodic peak was, of course, the reduction of

[Cr(H 20)6 13+ and the reverse of reaction (IV-l). The new cathodic
2 2+

peak was the reduction of [Cr(H2 0)sC1]2+ and was the reverse of

reaction (IV-2). The experimental data which proves th' identity

of the new cathodic peak will be given later. Each peak will be

discussed beginning with the anodic peak.

Since the anodic voltammetry peak was a composite of two

different processes, the apparent rate constants calculated from

it with the computer program in Appendix I were composite apparent

!, /
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rate constants. To separate the comp:)site apparent rate constants

into k1 and k2, k1 must be subtracted from the composite apparent

rate constant, leaving k2. The apparent rate constant k for the

mLxed chloride-perchlorate supporting electrolyte could be calcu-

lated from the apparent rate constant of [Cr(1l 20) 6 ] 2  oxidation in

a pure perchlorate medium if the change .n double layer potentials

between the pure perchlorate and mixed chloride-perchlorate solu-

tions were taken into account. The calculation of k1 was

accomplished by considering the following. In a pure NaCIO 4

supporting electrolyte, only reaction (IV-I) occurred. At any

given potential the relationship batween the true and apparent

rate constants was

[aclo4 -) n -Z] F(4 2 ) C10 4 -}
(ka)ClO =(kt)c04 - exp{ RT (IV.-3)

aG4  tG 4

1he transf'er coefYi.cicnt c, was a 1ways taken u,; the same a which is

in Eq. (IV-1), and Z was a Iwv,. s taken as the ch-gi with si.gli,

of' the reducing7 species. For the simple hexaaquochromiua couple

of reaction (IV-l) occurring at a water-covered site in the mixed

electrolyte, the relationship between the true and apparent rate

constants at any given potential was

[ (a CI-+Cl i4 - ) n - z ] F(Y2)CI-+C0 4-
(k a) l + 1 4 (k t~ l + l 4 exp {- - -T }-

(IV-4)

The assumption will be made that the true transfer coefficient

and true rate constant in the mixed electrolyte for discharge on
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water-covered sites are identical to those for discharge on

water-covered sites in the pure perchlorate electrolyte. Division

of Eq. (IV-4) by Eq. (IV-3) yielded
U (an-Z) [€2)Co +Cl_-2)C1O -]

(ka)Cl_+Cl04= (ka)Cl04_ exp' RT

(IV-5)

The rate constant (k was identical to k of

reaction (IV-l) when the reaction occurred in the mixed chloride-

perchlorate supporting electrolyte. The apparent rate constant at

any given potential in a pure perchlorate supporting electrolyte

was known, as was also the true transfer coefficient. The differ-

ence in 02 potentials for pure perchlorate and chloride-perchlorate

was found after the 2 values for the mixed eleutrolyte were ob-

tained as was described in Chapter II. For Eq. (IV-5) the trans-

fer coefficient a was 0.43. The calculated k was then double

layer corrected using 2 data from the mixed electrolyte.
02

When the calculated k was subtracted from the composite

apparent rate constant, the difference was k2 or the apparent rate

constant for reaction (IV-2) in the mixed chloride-perchlorate

supporting electrolyte. The apparent rate constant k2 was double

layer corrected with the *2 data calculated for a mixed chloride-

perchlorate electrolyte. The apparent transfer coefficient for

the oxidation of [Cr(112() 6]C1 for each run was corrected to the

true transfer coefficient with Eq. (11-12) and the true transfer

coefficient for each particular run was used for the double layer
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corrections.

The second voltammetry peak to be discussed is the new

cathodic peak which corresponded to the reduction of

[Cr(H 20)5ClJ2 + . This was not a composite peak and the apparent

rate constants calculated for it with the computer program in

Appendix I were the apparent rate constants for the

[Cr (H20) sCl]2+ reduction

k
[Cr(H 20)C1] 2+ + e -2 [C(H20) 62 + Clad (IV-6)

where k- = k_2 H0_ k_2 . Reaction (IV-6) written in this manner

is simply the reverse of reaction (IV-2), but perhaps representing

the reduction as such is misleading. For Clad to be one of the

ad
reduction products, [Cr(H 20)5CI]

2+ reduction must occur at the2the

electrode with the chloride oriented toward the electrode. If the

complex is in the opposite orientation when charge transfer

occurs, the chloride bound inner-sphere to the chromium would
dissciae frm te laile2+

dissociate from the labile [Cr(H 20)6] simultaneously with or sub-

sequent to the reduction. The dissociated chloride would not be

specifically adsorbed. While adsorption equilibrium exists be-

tween Cld and free Cl- ions, kinetically the two possibilities
ad

for reduction of [Cr(H 20)sCI] are quite different.

The negative charge on the electrode would not encourage the

[Cr(I 20) Cl]2+ complex to approach chloride first, but the tenden-

cy for specific adsorption of Cl- may result in the chloride of the

r3
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complex taking a position equivalent to the electrode's inner

coordination sphere with the chromium being in the outer.

If the complex does not orient with the chloride toward the elec-

trode, the large difference in apparent rate constants between

[Cr(H 20)6 ]3
+ and [Cr("'20)5C1] 2+ is difficult to explain. The

question of the [Cr(12 0)5C]2+ complex orientation prior to reduc-

tion is important not only from the standpoint of bridging but

also because of the double layer corrections. If the chloride

part of the complex adsorbs onto the electrode, the 2 data is cer-

tainly insufficient. The '2 data and a.. will be discussed at

greater length in the last chapter.

The apparent rate constants were double layer corrected with

the mixed electrolyte 02 data when the chloride concentration was

greater than 4% of the perchlorate concentration. When the

chloride concentration was less than 4% of the perchlorate concen-

tration, the 2 data for a pure perchlorate electrolyte was used.

A further discussion of a refinement needed for the calculation I
of k 2 will be given after appropriate figures are presented

later in this chapter.

Some comments are in order as to why the mixed electrolyte

data was not used on the cathodic branch for low chlorl'-l con-

centrations, whereas the mixed electrolyte 02 data was use., on the

anodic branch for the same low chloride concentrations. he double

layer cor5cted rate constants from the cathodic branch were

.1
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obviously fallacious when the mixed electrolyte € 2 data were

employed. The slope of the cathodic branch, double layer

corrected, was zero or even negative. This fallacious cathodic

slope could be explained in one of two ways: either the calculated

2 values for such low chloride concentrations in a potential

range negative to the point of zero charge on mercury were too

large in absolute value, cr the double layer correction itself

was no longer valid because the [Cr(H 2 0) 5 C1]2+ ion had approached

the inner Ilelmnoltz plane with the chloride part immediately ad-

jacent to the electrode. Perhaps both effects were occurring. A

factor which must be emphasized is that this cathodic branch

occurs over a potential range which passes through the point of

zero charge and for which the €2 values change b7 a factor of 4.

Correcting ¢2 values from pure chloride '.r bromide solutions

to what they would be in mixed bremide-perchlorate or mixed

chloride-perchlorate solutions without taking the effective ionic

strength of the chromium(II) or chromium(III) at the electrode

surface into account is likely to yield J2 values that are too

large. As was stated at the end of Chapter II, the chromium

effect on "2 was not taken into account for the double layer

corrections presented in this chapter. Therefore the double layer

corrections in the mixed electrolytes should be vi.ewed with caution.

In Chapter V the shortcomings of the double layer corrections will

be discussed and a semi-quantitative analysis given of how the
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double layer corrections made in this chapter should be altered.

The final voltammetry peak to be evaluated is the original

cathodic peak which corresponded to the reduction of

3+
[Cr( [ t22 60) 62

[Cr(H 20) 6 j + e . (Cr(H 20) 6 ] 2+ (IV-7)

where k k k. This reduction was the reverse of the
1hereH 2 =- -Vl

oxidation reaction (IV-l). Since the end of the cathodic peak
2+

of the [Cr(H 20)sCl] reduction was superimposed on the foot of

the (Cr(H20)6 + reduction peak, the apparent rate constants for
3+

the [Cr(H 20)6] could not be calculated validly unless the

ccrrent contribution from the [Cr(H 20) 5Cl] 2+ reduction was sub-
3+

tracted from the experimentally observed [Cr(H 20)6 ] cathodic

peak. Even with this subtraction performed, the question still

remained as to how much the chloride in the supporting electrolyte

affected the [Cr(H 20)6
3+ reduction peak and how to double layer

correct for it at low chloride concentrations.

Fortunately from an analysis point of view, the initial cycle

pe& s for the [Cr(H 20)6] reduction in the presence of chloride,

2+
with no [Cr(H 20)5C]2 reduction peak to interfere, were identical

to those in the pure perchlorate media. A comparison of these

voltammetry curves is given in Fig. IV-5. Consequently it did

not-appear necessary to make any corrections for the presence of

chloride in the supporting electrolyte or to subtract the current
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2+for the [Cr(H20)5Cl] reduction from the foot of the

3+ 3+
[Cr(H 20)61 reduction peak. Instead the (Cr(H20)61 reduction

peak in the presence of chloride was taken to be identical to that

in the perchlorate media.

All of the rate constants so far discussed for the mixed

chloride-perchlorate solutions will now be presented in graphical

form. In Fig. IV-6 the anodic branch rate constants are the

observed composite apparent rate constants, the sum of k and k
1 2*

The cathodic branch rate constants are the apparent rate constants

k_2. Since kI is so small compared to the composite apparent rate

constants at high chloride concentrations, the anodic branch

apparent rate constants in Fig. IV-6 are essentially k2 and Fig.

IV-6 can be viewed as representing the apparent rate constants for

the [Cr(1120)6]Cl/[Cr(H 20) 5 CI] 2 + couple. Each pair of lines

similarly lettered in Fig. IV-6 corresponds to a different chloride

concentration. The curves in these figures are lettered the same

as the curves in Fig. IV-6. This lettering of curves also corres-

ponds to the lettering of the cyclic voltammetry curves in Figs.

IV-I, 3, and 4 as far as the chloride concentrations are concerned.

In Figs. IV-7 and 8 the best straight lines were drawn through the

computer calculated apparent rate constants with the points more

remote to the point of zero charge being favored. The (k1) and

(k2)a for each curve in Figs. IV-7 and 8 are shown below the ob-

served composite apparent rate constant lines for the anodic

branches.

I,- -
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The line representing (ki)a shows a change in direction at

the more negative potentials for curves D and E. The change in

direction is due to the factor ((2)Cl04. Cl_ - (2)Cl-) in

Eq. (IV-5) changing sign. Ordinarily the magnitude of this factor

is quite small, being only 1 or 2 mV at potentials positive to

-0.39V vs SCE. At more negative potentials the A€2 values can

reach 8 or 9 mV and their effect is magnified by the high charge

on the chromium ions.

The intersection of each pair of the extrapolated anodic

and cathodic rate constant branches in Fig. IV-6 corresponded to

the standard apparent rate constant at the apparent standard

0C 2+
potential (1)a for the [Cr(H 20)6]Cl /[Cr(H 20) C1] couple. Assa2

with the hexaaquochromium(II)/(III) couple already discussed for

the pure perchlorate supporting electrolyte, the apparent and

the so-called true standard potentials were obtained by assuming

that the activity coefficients for the higher and lower oxidation

states of the chromium complexes were equal. This assumption was

also used for other standard potentials discussed in this chapter.

The data shown in Fig. IV-6 is only representative experimental

data; not all of the data for all of the different chloride con-

centrations were used. A log-log plot of all of the standard

apparent rate constants obtained for this couple vs their corres-

ponding chloride concentrations is given in Fig. IV-9.
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Extrapolation of each line of rate constants for the anodic

branch in Fig. IV-6 to its intersection with the corresponding line

3+for the rate constants of the cathodic branch for the [Cr(H 20)6]

reduction (not graphically shown for the mixed electrolyte cases)

gave the apparent standard rate constant at the apparent standard

(E0)[ for the Cr(1120) 6] 2+/[Cr(H20)6 ]3+ couple in the

mixed chloride-perchlorate solutions. A log-log plot of all of

the standard apparent rate constants obtained for this couple vs

their corresponding chloride concentrations is given in Fig.IV-12.

The double layer corrected rate constants from the observed

apparent rate constants of Fig. IV-6 are shown in Fig. IV-ll. In

Fig. IV-14, the anodic branch of rate constants corresponds to the

oxidation of [Cr(H 20)6]2+ at an electrode site occupied with

specifically adsorbed chloride. The cathodic branch of rate

coastants corresponds to the reverse of this reaction. The points

for the anodic branches in Fig. IV-14 were obtained by double

layer correcting (k2)a points which are represented by the dashed

lines in Figs. IV-7 and 8. In Fig. IV-l5, the anodic branch of

2+rate constants corresponds to the oxidation of [Cr(H 20)6]
2 at an

electrode site occupied by water. The cathodic branch corresponds

to the reverse of this reaction. The points for the anodic

branches in Fig. IV-1S were obtained by double layer correcting

(kl)a points which are represented by the dash-dot lines in Figs,

IV-7 and 8. Since the anodic branch lines in Fig. IV-15 fell so

close together, only the two extreme lines are shown All others
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fell within these two lines.

Extrapolation of each pair of lines for the anodic and

cathodic rate constants in Fig. IV-14 gave the true standard rate

constants for the [Cr(H 20)6 ]Cl+/[Cr(H20)SCl]2+ couple at the

0standard potential (E5)t . A log-log p~ot of standard rate con-Scon-

stants for this couple vs the correspo ding chloride concentrations

for all of the chloride concentrations used in this work is pre-

sented in Fig. IV-lO.

An extrapolation similar to the one performed in Fig. IV-14

for Fig. IV-15 gave the true standard rate constants for the

[Cr(H0)6 2+/[Cr(H 0)6]3 + couple at the standard potential CE 0 .
2 26 2 6 s t

A log-log plot of the standard rate constants fo this couple vs

the corresponding chloride concentrations for all of the chloride

concentrations used in this work is presented in Fig. IV-13.

A discussion of certain necessary refinements is now appro-

priate. The first is the calculation of the rate constants k_2
2+for the reduction of [Cr(HI20)5C]
2 . Unfortunately the calculation

of k_2 is not as simple as was outlined on page 23. In order to

the cncenratin of2+
calculate k-2, the concentration of [Cr(H 20)5C1] at the inter-

face had to be determined. This concentration was determined by

assuming that all of the (Cr(1120)612+ which was oxidized in the

2+mixed chloride-perchlorate solutions became (Cr(H2O)5C] 2 . This

assumption is valid only at high chloride concentrations, as is

apparent by comparing the observed composite apparent rate con-

/



stants for the anodic branches with the (k1) values for the anodic

branches in Figs. IV-/ and 8. For the lower chloride concentra-

2+
tions, only a fraction of the [Cr(H 20)6] oxidized became

2+ 2+
[Cr(H2 0)sC] Since all of the [Cr(H 20)6 1 had been assumed

to be oxidized to the [Cr(Ht20) 5C112+ complex even at low chloride

concentrations, the rate constants k_2 which were calculated were

lower than they should have been under such circumstances. The

improper calculation of the [Cr(1120)5C1]
2+ concentrations was

corrected for by comparing the observed composite apparent rate

constants with the (k 1)a apparent rate constants from the anodic

branch for the [Cr(H20)6 1 2+ oxidation. Since [Cr(H 20)6]
2+ is the

3+ 2+
reactant whether the product is [Cr(H2 0) 6] + or [Cr(H 20)5C]2

and since the back reactions do not contribute to the anodic part

of the cyclic voltammetry curve, this correction could be made by

taking the mean value for the difference between the composite

rate constants and the (k2)a rate constants over the potential

range of importance as the average factor by which to increase the

k_2 rate constants. The final result of this calculation is shown

in Fig. IV-1I, which is a plot of the double layer corrected

standard rate constants vs chloride concentration.

Table IV-1 presents transfer coefficient and standard

potential data for the [Cr(H 20) 6) 2+/[Cr(H20) 6) 3 + couple and the

(Cr(1120) 6 ] Cl+/[Cr( 20) 5C1]2+ couple in mixed chloride-perchlorate

solutions. The transfer coefficients for the [Cr(H2 0) 6 2+

(Cr(i 20) 6 13+ couple are very close to being complementary

I _ _ _ _
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(a + B =1), but those for the (Cr(Hi20) 6 1C1/[Cr(H20) 5 Cl 2+

couple are not. The at for the hexaaquochromium couple in the

mixed electrolyte was taken to be the same as a in the pure

perchlorate solution since no difference existed between the

initial sweep curves for the [Cr(H 20)6)3+ reduction in either the

mixed or the pure perchlorate electrolyte (Fig. IV-3)o

The potential corresponding to the intersection for the

lines drawn through the apparent rate constants has been desig-

nated as (E0 ) and the potential corresponding to the intersection
s a

for the lines drawn through the double layer corrected rate con-

stants has been designated as (E0)t. In the mixed chloride-

perchlorate supporting electrolyte, the apparent and double layer

corrected standard potentials are shifted by the activity of

the chloride ions present in solution. Assuming that there is no

change in the ratio of [Cr(H 20)6j2+ to [Cr(H 20)sC1] 2+ activity

coefficients as the chloride concentration changes from 3.22 to

89.9 mM, the Nernst equation predicts that the standard potential

for the [Cr(H 20)6]CI+/[Cr(H20)sCI] 2+ couple should shift about

9S mV toward'more negative potentials. A shift of this magnitude

and in the correct direction is evident in Figs. IV-6 or 11 or in
S2+/[r(2)6 3+

Table IV-l. For the [Cr(1120) 6 j  [Cr("20)6] couple, the standard

potential should be independent of chloride concentrations and be

equal to -0.65 V vs SCE. This was indeed the case for the standard

potentials (E0 ) obtained from the extrapolation of the double
s t

layer corrected rate constants. The apparent standard potentials



(Es) for this couple did show a weak dependence on the chloride
s a

concentrations as would be expected since the observed composite
apparent rate constants which were extrapolated to (E 0) still

s a

contained a contribution from the [Cr(H 20)6]Cl/[Cr(H20)5C1] 2+

couple.

One additional item needs to be considered: the new cathodic

peak which appeared at potentials positive to the [Cr(H20)6]3

reduction peak and which has been treated as the reduction of

[CrH 0 Cl2+.
[Cr(H 20)5Cl]2. In a highly acidic perchlorate-chloride solution,

the initially introduced [Cr(1120) 6 ] (ClO) 3 was stable. The

3+
[Cr(H2 0)6 ] cation is extremely slow to undergo inner-sphere

20)62
substitution and at a pH of 2.2, only an insignificant amoui t2 of

the chromium(III) could exist in a hydrolyzed form. In the course

of cyclic voltammetry, the labile [Cr(H 20)61 was formed. There-

fore any new cathodic voltammetry peak which appeared subsequent
2+

to the (Cr(H 20)6] formation must be an inner-sphere complex of

chromium(III). Since only C104", CIf, and H20 ligandis were

present in the solution, since the reduction peak of [Cr(H 20)613+

was well known, and since C1O 4 does not coordinate inner-sphere

44 with [Cr(H20)6] , the only possible remaining complex is a water-

chloride one.

A (Cr(H20)5CI]2+ complex was more likely to be formed than a

[Cr(H 20)4Cl2 +] complex. To prove the identity of the new catho-

dic peak, the cyclic voltammetry curve of [Cr(H 20)5CI] 2+ was run

/ .i
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to learn if it, and its rate constants, agreed with the cyclic

voltammetry curve and rate constants of the new cathodic peak.

The cyclic voltammetry curve for [Cr(H 20)sCl]
2+ is given in

Fig. IV-16. The cathodic peak of [Cr(H 20)5C1 agreed well with

the new cathodic peak in the mixed chloride-perchlorate supporting

electrolytes. The apparent rate constants for the cyclic volt-

ammetry of [Cr(H 20)sC1)
2+ were obtained with the computer program

in Appendix I. A semi-log plot of the apparent rate constants

v s applied potential is given in Fig. IV-17, The best straight

line through these apparent rate constants was double layer

corrected with 2 data for a pure perchlorate solution. A semi-

log plot of the true rate constants vs applied potential is given

in Fig. IV-17.

To determine how mich of an effect a second chloride ligand

coordinated inner sphere with chromium(Il) would have, the cyclic

voltammetry of [Cr(JI20)4C C1
+ was studied in an acidic perchlorate

supporting electrolyte. This cyclic voltammetry curve is given

in Fig. IV-16. The cathodic peak for [Cr(H 20)4Cl2]+ was much

broader toward more positive potentials than was the cathodic peak

for [Cr(H 20)5CI]
2+ . The apparent rate constants for the cyclic

voltammetry of [Cr(II20)4Cl2]
+ was obtained with the computer pro-

gram in Appendix I. A semi-log plot of the apparent rate con-

stants vs applied potential is given in Fig. IV-17. The apparent

rate constants were double layer corrected with 2 data for pure
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perchlorate solutions and a semi-log plot of the true rate constants

vs applied potential is given in Fig. IV-18.

The true transfer coefficients for the [Cr(1120) 6 ]C1/

[Cr(H 20)5CI]2+ couple at the standard potential of -0.462 V vs

SCE were at = 0.30 and at = 0.55. The true transfer coefficients

for the [Cr(H 20)6]Cl 2 /[Cr(H 20)4Cl2]+ couple at the standard

potential of 0.0390 V vs SCE were a = 0.35 and t = 0.43.

K---- --. ....----
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Lyclic Voltamiretry of Cr(l 2 ) j 0 3+ ia Bromide-Perchlorate

Supporting Electrolytes

When NaBr rather than NaCi was added to the NaClO4 support-

ing electrolyte, with the ionic strength held constant, the cyclic

voltammetry curves were changed from what they were in either a

pure perchlorate solution or in a mixed chloride-perchlorate

supporting electrolyte. For different bromide concentrations,

he"steady-state" voltammetry curves of [Cr([2 0) 613+ arethe "sed-tt"vlaner uvso C~ 2 )1 aeshown

in Figs. IV-19 and 20. Initial cycle curves were given in

Chapter II. The original cathodic peak was slightly changed from

what it was in the pure perchlorate media, the anodic peak was

shifted toward negative potentials, and a new cathodic peak at

potentials very positive to the original cathodic peak appeared.

Each peak will be discussed.

The anodic peak was a composite peak just as the anodic

3+

peak for the cyclic voltammetry of [Cr(1I20)61 3 in the mixed

chloride-perchlorate supporting electrolyte was. The two oxida-

tion processes involved for the bromide-perchlorate supporting

electrolyte included the process which occurred at an electrode

site occupied by water

2+ k3 3+ -(V8

[Cr(112 0) 6 1 -*3 [Cr(1120)6] + e- (IV-8)

wherek = k3 and the process which occurred at an elec-
3 120 3

trode site occupied by adsorbed bromide.

/
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[(r (lI20) O] +  Brad --- - [Cr(!.' 0) Br]2+ e- (V2++QOB + + e -(IV-9)

where k = k4r . This anodic peak was also strongly influenced
4 3T r

by the back reaction from the new cathodic peak which corresponded

2+
to the reduction of [Cr(H 20)5 Br]2 . Proof of the identity of

the new cathodic peak will be given later. The computer program

given in Appendix II utilizes Eqs. (11-5), (11-6), and (11-9) and

was used to calculate the composite apparent rate constants. In

this program the back reaction is taken into account.

To separate the composite apparent rate constants into k3

and k4 , the value of k3 for any given potential must be calculated

and then subtracted from the composite apparent rate constant for

that same potential, the difference being k4. The apparent rate

constant k3 for the mixed bromide-perchlorate supporting electro-

lyte could have been calculated from the apparent rate constant

for the [Cr(H 20)6]
2+ oxidation in a pure perchlorate medium if the

change in double layer potentials between the pure perchlorate

and mixed bromide-perchlorate solutions were appropriately taken

into account. This calculation was used for obtaining k1 with

Eq. (IV-S) for the mixed chloride-perchlorate solutions, but was

not possible for the mixed bromide-perchlorate solutions. When

the calculation was attempted in the latter case, the values for

k3 generally exceeded the values for the composite apparent rate

constants. This indicated that the potentials for the mixed

bromide-perchlorate solutions were too large. The omission of not
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taking into account the surface concentrations of chromium(II)

and chromium(III) when determining the *2 potentials is more

serious with bromide than with chloride. Consequently the double

layer corrections applied here must be viewed with extreme

caution. A semi-quantitative adjustment to these double layer

corrections will be made in Chapter V.

Consequently, a 02 correction similar to Eq. IV-5 was not

applied and k was taken to be identical to the apparent anodic

rate constants for the [Cr(H 20)6]
2+ oxidation in a pure perchlor-

ate supporting electrolyte. When k was subtracted from the

composite apparent rate constants, the difference was k4. The

inability to make a proper correction is regrettable and reflects

one of the serious limitations imposed on electrochemical kinetic

studies by the lack of sufficient information, either experi-

mentally or theoretically, concerning the double layer.

The apparent rate constant k was doub'-e layer corrected
3

using the c2 data for a pure perchlorate supporting electrolyte.

The--true transfer coefficient for this correction was taken as

0.43. The apparent rate constant k4 was also double layer

corrected-using the *2 data for a mixed bromide-perchlorate

supporting electrolyte. The true transfer coefficient was cal-

culated for each run from the apparent transfer coefficient and

'2 data, and was used for the double layer corrections.

The second voltammetry peak to be discussed is the new

cathodic-peak which corresponded to the reduction of [Cr(H20) 5 Br]2+



2+ k-4 2+ Br (IV-10)
[Cr (HOY.Br] + e -- [Cr(H 20) 6 ]  ad

where k- = 20 k4 The apparent rate constant k_ was

calculated with the computer program in Appendix II and then double

layer corrected with the 02 potentials for mixed bromide-

perchlorate supporting electrolytes. With reaction (IV-10), as

with-reaction (IV-6), the question arises as to the orientation

of the [Cr(H 20)5 Br]
2+ cation as it approaches the electrode and

the consequences of that orientation. This question will also

be discussed in the last chapter.

The last vo.'tammetry peak to be discussed is the original

cathodic peak which corresponded to the reduction of[Cr(H20)6]2+
k

[Cr(1120) 3 + e- - 3  [Cr(H20) 6 ] 2+ (IV-)[ 6r -- 2 6

where k_3 = k' 3 H 0 a k'3. For the first cycle voltammetry

curves this cathodic peak was slightly more drawn-out in the

mixed bromide-perchlorate supporting electrolyte than it was in

a pure perchlorate solution. The small change in slope for the

log k vs E zlot for this cathodic peak could change the apparent

transfer coefficient from 0.63 (the value in the pure perchlor-

ate supporting-electrolyte) to 0.60 (the value in the mixed

bromide-perchlorate solution) for supporting electrolytes of high

bromide concentrations. The position of this cathodic peak also

was 10 mV more positive in the browide-perchlorate solutions

than it was in the pure perchlorate solutions. It can be shown

/__ _
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that this shift in the peak potential means the apparent rate

constants in the mixed bromide-perchlorate electrolyte are about

a factor of 1.2 on the average higher at any given voltage than

what they were in the pure perchlorate supporting electrolyte.

As '.ill be discussed further in the last chapter, this increase

in rate constants is ascribed to double layer effects, not to a

change in the mechanism of the reduction.

The voltammetry curves used for bromide were the "steady-

state" curves which showed a more drawn-out [Cr(H 20)613+ reduc-

tion peak than did the initial cycle voltammetry curves (see

Fig. II-I). A similar, but smaller, difference between the

initial and "steady-state" cycle curves for this cathodic peak

in mixed chloride-perchlorate solutions can be seen in Fig. IV-4b.

Since the initial cycle voltammetry curves in perchlorate aid

mixed chloride-perchlorate solutions were identical (Fig. IV-5)

for this reduction peak, the "steady-state" peak which occurred

in the mixed chloride-perchlorate solutions could be analyzed

simply by assuming it identical to the corresponding peak which

occurred in the pure perchlorate solutions (either "steady-state"

or initial cycle sweeps, since the Tafel slopes in each were

identical as shown by Fig. 11-2), and then double layer correct-

ing it with 2 data from pure perchlorate solutions. Unfortunately

a similar analysis procedure will not work as well for the mixed

bromide-perchlorate solutions, since the initial cycle curves in
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the bromide-perchlorate solutions were not identical to those in

the pure perchlorate solutions. Furthermore, differences in the

Tafel slope between initial and "steady-state" cycle sweeps for

this reduction peak in the mixed bromide-perchlorate electro-

lytes existed. At bromide concentrations below 0.1 M the

"steady-state" cycle voltammetry curves gave apparent transfer

coefficients of about 0.57 as compared to about 0.61 from the

initial cycle sweeps. At bromide concentrations of 0.1 M,

the "steady-state" apparent transfer coefficients were 0.50 as

compared to 0.60 from initial cycle sweeps.

If the double layer corrections could be made precisely,

then initial cycle, rather than "steady-state" cycle, data would

be needed, particularly at the high bromide concentratio- .

Since these double layer corrections can only be made approximately,

and since analysis from the "steady-state" curves instead of from

the initial cycle curves caused no serious problem for the evalua-

tion of the [Cr(H 20)6Br]+/[Cr(Hi20)5 Br] 2+ couple, additional

initial cycle curves were not obtained. As far as the mechanism

for this reduction process is concerned, the same lack of rate

constant dependence on bromide concentration is shown whether

initial or "steady-state" cycle data are used. Any analysis based

upon the transfer coefficient must be based upon the apparent

transfer coefficient from the initial sweep (which ranges from

0.63 to 0.60) and an approximate double layer correction. For

the sake of consistency in this section, the experimentally ob-
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tained "steady-state" curves for this reduction peak were the ones

double layer corrected 2ith data from pure perchlorate solu-

tions. The resulting slopes must be viewed in light of the

above discussion and in light of the fact that this double layer

correction is only approximate.

Graphical representations of the rate constants for the

voltammetry peaks in mixed bromide-perchlorate solutions which

were just discussed will now be presented. The anodic branch

of rate constants in Fig. IV-21 represents the composite appar-

ent rate constants (k5 + k eBr). Two sets of cathodic branch

rate constant lines are present in Fig. IV-21. The set of cathodic

branch rate constant lines at less negative potentials corres-

ponds to the apparent rate constants k_4 , while the set of

cathodic branch rate constant lines at more negative potentials

corresponds to the apparent rate constants k in the mixed-3

bromide-perchlorate solutions. The computer program calculated

apparent rate constants from which Fig. IV.-21 was constructed are

presented in Figs. IV-22 to IV-24. The apparent rate constants

k3 and k4 are represented below the anodic branch composite rate

constants by the dash-dot and dashed lines, respectively. In

Fig. IV-24, the dashed line for k4 merges with the composite

apparent rate constant line at more positive potentials.

i /
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Fig. IV-21. Log of apparent rate constants vs applie.

potentials in mixed bromidl-perchlorate solutions.

[cr(H2 0)6]Br /[0r(H20)5Brj + couple (upper set) and

[Cr(H 20)6]2+/[Cr(290)6]
3 + couple (lower set) T=25 0 0.

pH = 2. Bromide concentrations were: 0=3.45 m'; n
5.64 mM; 1 0.0107 M; 1 0.0428 M; K 0.103 Wj.
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The intersections of the rate constant lines of the anodic

branch in Fig. IV-21 with the corresponding k_4 rate constant

cathodic lines gave the apparent standard rate constants at the

apparent standard potential (E)' These apparent standard
s a

rate constants still contained the contribution from k3, but at

high bromide concentrations this contribution was so small that

these apparent standard rate constants can be interpreted as

being those for the [Cr(H 20)6]Br+/[Cr(H20)sBr) 2+ couple. A log-

log plot of the apparent rate constants for this couple vs the

corresponding bromide Lonc'ntrations is given in Fig. IV-2S

for all of the bromide concentrations used in this work.

The intersections of the rate constant lines of the anodic

blanch in Fig. IV-21 with the corresponding k 3 rate constant

cathodic lines gave the apparent standard rate constants at the

o 2
apparent standard potential (Es)a for the [Cr(H20)6 1 2+/

[Cr(H 20)613+ couple in the mixed bromide-perchlorate solutions.

A log-log plot of the apparent rate constants for this couple vs

the corresponding bromide concentrations is given in Fig. IV-28

for all of thebromide concentrations used in this work.

After k3 and k4 were separated from the composite apparent

rate constants, and k3, k _, k4, and k_4 were each double layer

corrected, Fig. IV-30 was constructed. The set of anodic and

cathodic rate constant lines at less negative potentials in

Fig. IV-30 corresponds to the true rate constants k4 and k.4)

respectively. The one anodic rate constant line and the set of
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cathodic rate constant lines occurring at more negative poten-

tials corresponds to the true rate constants k and k-,, res-

3 -3

pectively.

The intersections of the set of anodic and cathodic rate

constant lines occurring at less negative potentials in Fig.

IV-30 gave the true standard rate constants for the [Cr(H 20)s]Br+/

2+ o
[Cr(I 20)SBr] couple at the standard potential (E)t. A log-

log plot of the standard rate constants vs the corresponding

bromide concentrations for this couple is given in Fig. IV-26

for all of the bromide concentrations used in this work.

Since it was quite possible that the calculated 2 values

for the mixed bromide-perchlorate solutions, particularly for very

low bromide concentrations, were too large, k4 and k 4 for the
4 4+

(Cr(II20)6]Br +/[Cr(H20) Br]2+ couple were also double layer

corrected using the potentials for a pure perchlorate supporting

electrolyte. This resulted in standard rate constants that were

about a factor of four larger than those obtained with the 2

data for the mixed bromide-perchlorate solutions. The same

relationship between the standard rate constants at different

bromide concentrations existed whether they were obtained with

the 02 potentials for a pure perchlorate soluticn or with the

2 potentials for the mixed bromide-perchlorate solutions. The

true double layer corrected rate constants undoubtedly lie be-

tween these two extremes and in all probabilfty are closer to

I
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the rate constants calculated with the ¢2 data for mixed bromide-

perchlorate solutions than the rate constants calculated with

the '2 potentials for a pure perchlorate solution.

Returning to the explanation of the figures, the inter-

sections of the one anodic and set of cathodic rate constant

lines occurring at more negative potentials in Fig. IV-30 gave

the true standard rate constants for the [Cr(1{20)61 2+/

[Cr(1120)61
3+ couple at the standard potential (E0)t. A log-log

plot of the standard rate constants vs the corresponding bro-

mide concentrations for this couple is given in Fig. IV-29 for

all of the bromide concentrations used in this work.

The decreasing standard rate constants with increasing

bromide concentration in Fig. IV-26 is most strange. One of the

possible reasons, besides approximate 2 data, for this unex-

pected behavior is the fact that in calculating the apparent

rate constants k_4 the concentration of [Cr(OI20)5 Br]
2+ was calcu-

lated on the assumption that all of the [Cr(H 20)61 
2+ oxidized

in the bromide-perchlorate solutions went to [Cr( H20) 5 Br]2+

This assumption is far more valid at higher bromide concentra-

tions than at lower bromide concentrations as a comparison of

k 3 with the composite apparent rate constants in Figs. IV-22 to

24 will show. A correction to the calculated [Cr(H 20)5 Br] 2+

concentrations was made by comparing the composite apparent rate

constants to the apparent rate constants k3 . The average differ-
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ence between these rate constants over the potential range of

importance was used as the factor by which to correct the

[Cr(I 20)5Br]2+ concentrations. This corrected concentration

was then used with Eqs. (II-5) and (11-6) to calculate new values

for the apparent rate constants. These were double layer correct-

ed as before and the results are shown in Fig. IV-27, which is

a log-log plot of standard rate constants vs NaBr concentrations.

This corrective procedure could have been refined in the

following manner. Once a new set of apparent rate constants

was obtained, the net current could be divided into its component

contributions and a new average value found by which to correct

the [Cr(H 20)5Br]
2+ concentrations. This re-iterative procedure

could be repeated until a corrected value was converged upon.

Table IV-2 contains transfer coefficients and standard

potentials corresponding to various bromide concentrations for

the [Cr(H20)6]2+/ [Cr(H 20)6]
3+ couple and the [Cr(H 20)6 ]Br*/

2+
[Cr(L 20)5Br] couple in the mixed bromide-perchlorate solutions.

Due to the lack of double layer data, 6t in the mixed bromide-

perchlorate solutions was taken to be equal to Bt in the pure

perchlorate solution for the (Cr(H 20)] 2+ /[Cr(H 20) 6] 3+ couple.

For this couple Table IV-2 shows that the transfer coefficients

are not complementary. The major cause of this is probably the

inability to calculate at and St correctly in the mixed electro-

lyte. For the (Cr(l C 20) 6]Br+/[Cr(I20) 5 Br] 2+ couple, the Tafel

Tae

/
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slope/decade for the apparent rate constants showed that the

limit of this experimental method with respect to reversibility

was approached. The Tafel slope/decade for the double layer

corrected rate constants shows that the Tafel slope has de-

creased for the anodic branch and is not near to the reversible

behavior. The discussion which will be presented in Chapter V

concerning the limitations of these double layer corrections

will show that the double lDyer corrections in Table IV-2 are

more severe than they should be. As with the chloride-per-

chlorate solutions, the standard potentials are dependent upon

the halogen concentration and shift in a direction and with the

magnitude predicted by the Nernst equation.

One additional item needs to be considered: the identity

of the new cathodic peak. To provide the identity of the new

cathodic peak which was believed to be the reduction of

[Cr(H 20) 5Br]2+ and which appeared at potentials very positive

to the [Cr(H 20)6] reduction peak, the cyclic voltammetry of

[Cr t20) Br]2+ was studied in an acidic perchlorate supporting

electrolyte. The cyclic voltammetry curve of this species is

given in Fig. IV-31. The cathodic peak of [Cr(H 20)5Br]
2+

agreed well with the new cathodic peak in the mixed bromide-

perchlorate supporting electrolytes. The apparent rate constants

for the cyclic voltammetry of [Cr(H 20)5Br]2+ was obtained with

the computer program in Appendix II. A semi-log plot of the
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Fig. IV-31. Cyclic voltammetry of [Cr(H2 O)5Brj2+ ,
Initial concentration of [Cr(H20)5BrjBr2 = 1.89 mM
in 0.33 M NaC1O1,, scan rate = 0.0230 V/sec, T =
25 ° C , PH = 2.13, HME area = 0.01077 cm2

pseudo zero time (l)t -- #., pseudo zero time 2.
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apparent rate constants vs applied potential is given in Fig.

IV-32. The best straight line through these apparent rate

constants was double layer corrected with 2 potentials for a

pure perchlorate solution. A semi-log plot of the true rate

constants vs applied potential is given in Fig. IV-33. These

figures show that the Tafel slopes/decade from the apparent

rate constants are 66 mV for the cathodic branch and 72 mV

for the anodic. For the double layer corrected rate constants,

the cathodic Tafel slope/decade is 68 mV and for the anodic

80 mY.
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Fig. iV-33. (right) Log of the double layer
corrected rate constants shown in Fig. IV-32
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CHlAPTER V

INTERPRETATION OF EXPERIMENTAL DATA

2+ 3t
The [Cr(1t20) 6 ] /[Cr(11 20)6] Couple in Pure Perchlorate Solutions

Interaction of Reactants

When mechanisms for reactions are discussed, consid-

eration must be given to the statistical distribution of activation

states which exist. Two important aspects for the activation

states are their actual structures and the distance of the

chromium metal inn from the mercury electrode surface. Each of

theie aspects will be considered.

58-61Current theories of radiationless electron transfer

agree that the most probable activation state will have an atomic

configuration and solvation which is a compromise between that

for the reactant and that for the product. The [Cr(H 20)613+

2+
complex has an octahedral configuration while the [Cr(H 20)6]

complex has a distorted octahedral configuration. The most

probable activation state for the [Cr(i 20)6 1 2+/[Cr(H20)6]
3+ couple

will be a distorted octahedral configuration. This configuration

2+
will not be as distorted as that for [Cr(H 20) 61. For ease of

pictorial representation, the chromium activation states will be

drawn with octahedral symmetry.

Both the homogeneous and electrochemical hexaaquochromium

(II)/(III) reaction will be discussed in this chapter. For a

-119-
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homogeneous reaction involving weak interaction between the

reactants (< a few hundred cal/mole), Marcus' expression for

calculating58 '62 the total free energy of activation AF* is

*F AF + AF. * AF + A (V-l)

where AF cf is the free energy change due to coulombic interaction

of reactants at the most probable separation distance R in the

activated complex, AF0f is the rearrangement free energy of the

outer-sphere solvent and ion atmosphere, AF.I is the rearrangement

free energy of the inner-sphere ligands, and AFeI is the energy

change due to a change of electronic quantum numbers when elec-

tron transfer occurs. This general equation can be written more

explicitly for a homogeneous weak interaction reaction as

AFHP = AFcj + m2(MH (V-2a)

where -(2m+l)(OH = AF0 + wP - wr = AV0; m is a Lagrangian multi-

plier in the theory and is -0,5 for symmetrical homogeneous

reactions when the overall change in free energy AF0 is zero;

AH is the sum of the reorganizational energies for the outer-

sphere (AO)H and the inner-sphere (X i)I; and wr or wp is the work

required to bring the reactant or the products to the most prob-

able charge transfer distance Rm. Furthermore, AF0  m 2(o)H

and AF = m2

For a weak interaction electrode process, the free energy

of activation is
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AF = r + m ()il/2 (V-2b)

where -(2m+l)(A) H/2 = ne(E-Eo) + wp 
- wr; wp and wr are the work

terms required to bring the product or the reactant to the most

probable interacti.on distance of Re, E is the actual electrode

potential and E° is the standard electrode potential. For

(E-E ) = 0, m = -0.5. As with the homogeneous case, (X)i

(i) + (Ai)H •

More explicit functions for obtaining the work and reor-

ganizational functions will be given and used later, An important

point to note here is that the reorganizational energies for the

electrochemical process are predicted to be half of those for

the homogeneous process to a good approximation. This prediction

will be examined in detail further on in this discussion, It

should be noted that a double layer correction has been built

into the free energy expression for the electrochemical process.

The derivation for these equations is given elsewhere,
5 8

Of particular importance are the values for Ri and Re which

are contained in the reorganizational terms A. Levich gives6
0

an explicit equation for the calculation of the most probable

distance R for a homogeneous reaction which is a function of them

size and charge of the ions and their interaction with the di-

electric medium.

Rm  = [(e2/2kt)((C/4) - nln 2)(bDef/Zef)] 1 / 2  (V-3)

1/
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where e -- charge of electron, 11l,n 2 = valence of ions in reaction,

k BoiL:'rmouln cflmstant, T"" tompert l-ur.: inl d,.,,c,. l v n , C =

(I/;0  - I /'j , t - squ'e , " re -. 0 1 ; I; ,1,, x I'd .I --

d)~ io¢]c triej~ ,,1.' ' 1q. ) :: ),iu: ., 6" t l 'o,'Z -. ii o!" ])tr

(lfl, 1*: etF :ect'ivu dJ cloctrix Colslait at Oh..- ;'ost J'roI;lea,0

Cil l",I t i-: l.l.C' distance of1 R, ,ind Z o =  of'Pective atkomic number

For homogencous redox reactions when nI = 2 and n,, = 3, RI has a

value of about 7 A.
, 53In contrast to Levich, 1arcus scts Rm 2a, where a is

the ionic radius of the contral metal ion plus the diameter of

its inner coordinat ion shell . For lP, MlareCus would e!'tl'in a
value of about 7.0 A f or the [Cr( 63i " coupe.

This is in good agreement, with lvich's valtue, rotly by accident.

The value of a was obtained from the average radii of unhydrated

2+ 3+ 061
Cr and Cr , 0.74 A and the diameter of a water molecule,

o63
2.76 A.

For the most probable distance of closest approach R for

the electrochemical reaction, neither ',larcus nor levich have

solved their own theoretically "omplicated expressions for Re .

Levich has identifi.ed R with the outer ielmholtz plane and

Marcus represents Re. as (2a+2c)/2 where a is the ionic radius of

the central metal ion plus the diameter of its inner coordination

shell, and c is the thickness of whatever species is covering the

electrode surface. For the present situation, water molecules

are covering the electrode surface. If the effective diameter of

)

I
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0

a water molecule on the electrode surface is taken as 2.76 A

and (2a) = 7.0 A, then Re = 6.3 X. This is in agreement with the

value for Re obtained by identifying Re with the outer Helmholtz

plane as was suggested by Levich. The fact that neither Marcus

nor Levich has obtained theoretical values for Re is unfortunate,

since such values are important in interpreting the behavior of

the system. Even if Marcus or Levich had evaluated Re theoret-

ically, the values would be questionable since the theories of

both men employed a dielectric continuum model for the solvent.

A discrete particle model for the solvent is necessary when Rm or

Re approach the dimensions of the water molecule.

One approach for determining whether a weak interaction is

operative for the hexaaquochromium(II)/(III) couple is to compare

the experimentally obtained standard rate constants or free ener-

gies. of activation with those which would be predicted by theory

for a weak interaction process. The theoretical AFH* value

and then the theoretical AFE* value for the hexaaquochromium(II)/

(III) couple will be calculated with Marcus' weak interaction

theory for homogeneous and heterogeneous reactions and respectively

compared with the experimentally obtained values. The ratio of

the experimentally obtained free energies AFE */AFH* also will be

compared to the ratio of the theoretically obtained outer-sphe -e

rearrangement free energies (Xo)E /(Xo)H.

,/
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First the homogeneous hexaaquochromium(II)-(III) exchange

will be considered. The terms in Eq. (V-1) will be calcttlated. 5 8 , 6 5

, +)w Z Z2e 8n2N ou
A-F-- exp[-R (-- (V-4a)C 2 DRm

where Z and Z are the valencies of the reacting species, N is
1 2 0

Avogadro's nuiaber, 1j is the ionic strength of the electrolyte,

and the other terms have been previously defined. When the di-

electric constant is taken as 78.5 at 25°C, Eq. (V-4a) may be

simplified to

AF f - 4.22Z1Z2 10 '0.143RmVA' kcal/mole (V-4b)
C R

m

when Rm is expressed in Angstroms. For a solution of ionic

strength 1.0, AFcf is 0.36 kcal/mole when Z = 2, Z2  3, and

0
R = 7 A.

The internal free energy of rearrangement, as expressed by

Marcus, is58,66
nf f2 (rl'r 2)2(V )

_ = . f... 2 ). ergs/molecule (V-5)

where n = number of ligands - 6, r1 and r2 are the equilibrium

distances for the I-011 2 bonds of each reactant and f "" f are

their force constants. This equation considers only the symnet-

rical vibrational modes. To the best of this author's knowledge,

experimental force constants are not available for [Cr(I12 0) 6 ] 2 +

3+ 67and [Cr(H20) 6]
+ . Sutin calculated theoretical force constants

for the hexaaquoiron(II)/(III) couple with a classical potential

- , - 3 -m - . V,' . . . _, -
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energy function and then used these values in Eq. (V-5) with the

proper r values for chromium for determining Fi  Sutin's

values for f1 and f2 were 1.49 x 105 and 4.16 x 105 dynes/cm and

the difference between r and r2 was estimated as 1.8 x 10-9 X ,

which is in agreement with those r values reported by Sacher and

Laidler.61 Sutin's value for AF for the hexaaquochromium(II)/

(III) couple was 15.1 kcal/mole, but substitution of the given

values into Eq. (V-5) yields AFi = 15.6 kcal/mole. The latter

value will be used in this discussion.

The free energy of outer-sphere rearrangement is given by

Marcus as
58'68

AF = m2  = m 2(AZ)e 2  2 1 " 1 1 1_ 1 (V-6a)
0 02r +2rT2  m o

where D is the optical dielectric constant or square of the re-0!

fractive index. If rt and rf, which are the radii of the reac-

tants in the activated complex, are assumed to sum to Rm, and if

D is taken as 78.5, D as 1.8, and m = -0.5, the Eq. (V-6a) can

be simplified to

- 22=7(AZ)2 kcal/mole (V-6b)
0 r+

1

where r1 is again expressed in Angstroms. For a (AZ) of 1 and an

r"of 3.5 X, AF = 6.48 kcal/mole.

The quantity AFe in Eq. (V-l) can be approximated as zero

since the equation is being applied to an exchange process, Thus

4'/"
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for the homogeneous electron transfer reaction of hexaaquo-

chromium(II)-(III), the total free energy of activation AF1*

at 25°C and in a solution of ionic strength 1.0 is (0.36) +

(15.6) + (6.48) = 22.4 kcal/mole.

Experimentally, the rate constant11 for this homogeneous

reaction in a 1.0 M HC1O 4 solution at 24.5C is 1.22 x 10
-4

M-1sec -1 with an activation energy of 22 ± 2 kcal/mile. From the

data in reference 11, Sacher and Laidler6 1 calculated a

AFH* of > 24.3 kcal/mole and Reynilds and Lumry69 calculated a

LF H* of 24.4 kcal/mole. The accura. of these tF values must

be considered to be not better than t 2 kcal/mole. The experimental

free energy of activation is in good agreement with the theoreti-

cal AFH of 22.4 kcal/mole.

Sacher and Laidler (S&L)61 have proposed a somewhat modified

model for calculating the AFH* of a weak interaction homogeneous

reaction. The (S&L) approach will not be discussed here in detail,

but a comparison between the (S&L) and Marcus approach will be

given, since these approaches differ in their view of the weak

interaction charge transfer for homogeneous reactions. Whereas

Marcus says little about the actual charge transfer and takes the

transmission coefficient K to be of the order of unity, the (S&L)

treatment assumes the charge transfer to occur by tunnelling with

K being small compared to unity.
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In the (S&L) model, the total AF,* is comprised of three

terms: a free energy of electrostatic interaction, a free energy

of inner- and outer-sphere rearrangement, and a free energy of

tunnelling. Each term will be discussed and compared with the

corresponding Marcus term. The electrostatic free energy term

was calculated in much the same way as was Marcus' with two

differences: the effect of the ionic strength of the supporting

electrolyte was not considered, but the change in dielectric

constant with distance from the central metal ion was. Marcus did

not consider the change in dielectric constant with distance,

but did consider the attenuation of the electrostatic interaction

by the presence of a supporting electrolyte. At a separation dis-

tance of 7 A and in a supporting electrolyte of ionic strength

0.35, Marcus' electrostatic free energy term was 0.92 kcal/mole,

while (S&L) gave a value of 2.6 kcal/mole.

For calculating the inner- and outer-sphere reorganizational

energies, Marcus assumed that each process was independent of the

other. This assumption was also made by (S&L). They calculated a

total reorganizational energy using equations similar in principle

to Marcus' equations. For a separation distance Rm of 7 A, the

(S&L) value for the total reorganizational free energy was 13.6

kcal/mole, while Marcus' value was 22.1 kcal/mole.

The question of tunnelling is the significant difference

between the Marcus and the (S&L) approach, One consequence of

(S&L) assuming tunneling is that the most probable interaction dis-
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tance for electron transfer is made smaller than 7 A and is about
0

4 to 4.5 A. Such short interaction distances do have precedence

with the reactions of some transition metal oxides. At a separa-

tion distance of 7 X, the tunnelling free energy, AFIun, with a

rectangular barrier was 11 kcal/mole for the hexaaquoiron(II)/

(III) system.

At a separation distance R of 7 A, the (S&L) treatment gave
m

an electrostatic free energy of 2.6 kcal/mole, a total reorganiza-

tional free energy of 13.6 kcal/mole and a tunnelling free energy

(assuming a rectangular barrier) of 11 kcal/mole. Thus AF*

according to (S&L) is 27.2 kcal/mole. At the separation distance

0 1 4
Rm of about 4.5 A, (S&L) calculated a AF 48 aAF eorg

13.6 and a AFn 4.8, giving a * of 23.2 kcal/mole. Here alsotun

the AFun is for the hexaaquoiron(II)/(III) system. The experi-

mentally observed AF H  was about 24 kcal/mole for hexaaquochromium

(II)-(III).

A theoretical AF* of activation for the electrochemical hexa-
E

aquochromium(II)/(III) couple will now be calculated from Marcus'

weak interaction theory and compared to an experimental AF* value.

E

When (neE-neEo) = 0, Marcus represents the relationship between

AF* and the electrostatic anu reorganizational parameters as58

wr+wp (Ai)E+(Xo)E (wP_wr )2  (V-7)

E 2 4 4[(XI)E+(Ao)] -

For an electrochemical process, wr and wp can be obtainci as

follows. Let wr be the woi, required to bring [Cr(lI20J 6 ]2 + to the

wr , o th
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3+
electrode surface and wp 'be the work required to bring [Cr(H 20)6 3

to the electrode surface. Each of these work terms70 is equal

to Zie 2, the energy difference between the bulk of the solution

and the outer Helmholtz plane where the reaction has been assumed

to occur. At this couple's standard potential of -0.65 V vs

SCE, 0 2+ -38 mV for a 0.33 M NaCIO 4 supporting electrolyte.

Thus wr = -1.8 kcal/mole and wp = -2.6 kcal/mole

In accord with Marcus, the reorganizational terms, (Ai)E

and (X o)E' will be assumed half of what they were for the homo-

geneous process. This is true when Rm is large or when Rm is

small with no specific interactions.58 The calculations of the

reorganizational terms for the electrode process are as follows.

For the homogeneous inner-sphere reorganization,

AF m2

FI = i) = 15.6 kcal/mole (V-8)

With m = -0.5, ( i)H = 62.4 kcal/mole. Thus (Xi)E for the

electrochemical process is equal to 31.2 kcal/mo]e. For the homo-

geneous outer-sphere reorganization,

0= 02 i = 6.48 kcal/mole (V-9)

With m = -0.5, (X0)[1 = 25.92 kcal/mole. Thus (XD)E for the

electrochemical process is equal to 12.96 kcal/mole. Substituting

these values and the ones for w and wp into Eq. (V-7), AFE

8.8 kcal/mole.

,/~ --
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iThis theoretical AF* must now be compared to an experimental

A E , The following simple equation which Marcus uses for con-

verting FX to rate constants can be used in reverse for calcu-

lating a AF* from the exrerimentally observed apparent rate con-

stant in this work at 25°C.

k = KZ exp(-AF*/RT) (V-IO)

where k is the rate constant, K is a transmission coefficient, and

Z is a frequency factor. Here K is taken as unity, For a homo-

geneous process, Z % 2.5 x 1011 M- sec -1 and for an electrochemi-

cal process, Z \, 5 x 104 cm/sec. The experimentally observed

apparent standard heterogeneous rate constant is 1.1 x 10
-5

cm/sec, which at 25C yields a AF* of 13.2 kcal/mole. Parsons

EEand Passeron 24 calculated an experimental AF* of about 12 kcal/

mole for this reaction at 2SC in 0.5 M NaClO4 at a pH of 3.4 by

assuming no entropy effects. These experimental LF* values are

to be compared with the theoretical value of 8.8 kcal/mole.

Alternatively an experimental AF* calculated from the ex-

perimental double layer corrected standard rate constant can be

compared with a corresponding theoretical value
24

AF * (Ai)E + ('°)E
E4 kcal/mole (V-ll)

The experimental value is 15.1 kcal/mole from a double layer

corrected standard rate constant of 4.0 x 10-7 cm/sec, while the

theoretical AF* value is 11.0 kcal/mole. The discrepancy between

V2
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the theoretical AF* calculated with Eq. (V-7) and the appropriate

AF experimentally determined is the same as the discrepancy

between the theoretical AF* calculated with Eq. (V-11) and the

appropriate AF experimentally determined. The comparison be-

tween theory and experiment is considerably less favorable for

the electrode process than for the homogeneous process.

A further interesting comparison between experiment and

theory can be made for the relationship between the experimentally

obtained ratio of AF*/AF and the theoretically predicted ratio

of (X o)E /(Xo) which is proportional to the theoretically pre-

dicted AFE/AFH ratio. The last part of this statement is contin-

gent on the work terms being small compared to the reorganiza-

tional terms, which they are, and the (Xi)E and (X.)H1 terms having

the same relationship to each other as do the (AO)E and (Ao)H

terms. Marcus states that such a relationship does exist.
58

The theoretically predicted (Ao) /(Xo)t! will be compared

to the experimentally observed AF*/AF*. For the calculation of

the theoretical (Xo)E/() ! the following equations are presented.

m ) m (ne) [- +-T - R-- - (V-6a)

1 2

2 2 1 (V-12)
0 (AoE 2 m-n-,

r e 0

where rt are the radii of the reactants in the activated complex

and Rm and Re are the most probable distances of interaction.

m e
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From these two equations,

Xo)E 2 1 (V-13a)
(o)H I +

r2 )

is obtained which can be simpli.fied to

(). .  1e - rA
) E (V-13b)

(Xo)l

when rf = r and Rm = 2rl. Equatiu.. k says that the ratio

(Xo)E/(Xo041 is 0.5 when Re = 2r1. This was the assumption which

has been used throughout this chapter when Rm was set equal to

7 X and Re was set equal to the distance from the outer llelmholtz

plane to the electrode, which is approximately 7 X also and twice

the value of r+. If > a, Eq. (V-13b) predicts that

(X )E/(Xo)II 1. If Re = a, Eq. (V-13b) breaks down, since a

dielectric continuum model was used to derive Eqs. (V-6a and 12).

However, if Re = a, (Xo )/(Xo) 11 could be expected to be much

smaller than 0.5.

What remains to be done now is to compute AF /AF* from ex-

perimental data. From the double layer corrected standard rate

constant of 4.0 x 10- c7 em/sec, Al:* = 15.1 kcal/mole. The ex-
E

perimentally otained AF* of about 24.4 kcal/mole should be

corrected for the e crotatic interaction between [Cr( 2 0) 6] 2+

and [Cr(lt20)6] . The AF1 ' -for this reaction was obtained in a

1.0 M H104 solution. According to Eq. (V-4b), AF for a solu-
4 c
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tion of ionic strength 1.0 is 0.36 kcal/mole. The experimental

AF * which should be used for the comparison with the experimental
H

AF is (24.4-0.36) kcal/mole = 24.0 kcal/mole. Therefore,

experimentaily, AFE/AFH - 15.1/24.0 = 0.63. This value is in

reasonable vgreement with 0.5. The slight deviation might be

due to the fact that R eis not exacty equal to (2a), but equal

to a (2.5a). However, considering that the experimental AF*

values are not exact, the slight deviation from 0,5 is probably

not significant.

An attempt to measure All* more precisely by measuring the

rate constants at various temperatures was not attempted in this

work for the following reasons. To obtain such preciseness with

cyclic voltammetry techniques is extremely difficult, and the

resulting data could not be double layer corrected at the various

temperatures, since the temperature dependence of the double

layer data is unavailable.

With such good agreement between the theoretical and experi-

mental AFil values, and fair agreement between the theoretical

AF * and experimental AF*, and reasonable agreement between the

theoretical (X ) /(X ) ratio and the experimental AF /AF*0E o If

ratio, a safe statement is that Marcus' model for homogeneous and

electrode reactions is functionally as well as semi-quantitatively

correct.

4 4q
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Models for the Redox Kinetics of (Cr(l120)612 /[Cr(1 20) 6]

3+The probable mechanisms for [Cr(H 20)6
+ reduction and

22*
[Cr(Il20)6

2 oxidation in a perchlorate supporting electrolyte

will now be discussed. The reduction of [Cr(1 20)6
3 will be

considered first.

Four possible positions for the [Cr(1120)61
3' cation in the

activation state for reduction are pictured in Fig, V-1. Since

this reduction occurs at potentials from ,-0,72 to -0,90 V vs

SCE, the water molecules along the mercury surface would be

oriented with their hydrogens facing the electrode. llerchlornte

does not specifically adsorb in this potential range The in-

set picture in the upper left hand corner of Fig V-1 shows the

69
orientation of water on the mercury surface. Pauling gives

the radius of the 02 ion as 1.4 1 0.02 A. If this is assumed

to be applicable to water, the distance from the electrode to the

center of the oxygen is about 1.9 A, The distance from the elec-

trode to the center of the oxygen in the water molecule could be
0

slightly reduced from 1.9 A due to d-orbital overlap between the

mercury surface and the water molecules. The lower in-set

picture in Fig. V-1 gives a functional representation of the

central chromium ion ana its six inner-sphere water ligands. In

this complex the water ligands are oriented with oxygen facing

the chromium. Water molecules along the mercury surface, with

their oxygen atoms facing away from the electrode, would not ninder

the approach of the [Cr(I120) 6] 3 + complex for electrostatic reasons,

L ++ /
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since the approaching complex has the hydrogens of its ligand

water pointing outward from the chroumium.

In the diagrams of Fig. V-i, chromium is represented by the

solid circles. Inner-coordination sphere water ligands which can

be shown in a two-dimensionil diagram are the cross-hatched

circles, and other water molecules are the open circles.

In configuration a of Fig. V-l, the chromium shares its

inner-coordination sphere water ligand with the mercury surface.

Configuration b shows a different orientation of the same situation.

In c, the chromium shares its outer-coordination sphere water

ligand with the electrode surface. Configuration d shows the

chromium placed slightly further from the electrode. In e, the

chromium is separated from the electrode surface by two water

molecules. In f, the chromium is more than two water molecule

diameters from the electrode.

Both Marcus and Levich identify Re with the outer Helmholtzoe

plane of about 7 A from the electrode surface. The outer Helm-

holtz plane is defined here as the distance of closest approach of

the cation. to the electrode. Configurations c, d, and e corres-

pond to outer Helmholtz planes of about 7 A from the mercury sur-

face. This distance can be estimated in the following manner. The

distance between the mercury electrode and the center of the oxygen
a

in a water-molecule adjacent to the surface is about 1.9 A. The

distance from the center of this oxygen to the center of an oxy-

gen belonging to an inner-sphere ligand water is not greater than

I L c,,/ --
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the diameter of the water molecule, or 2.76 X.72 The variation

in distance between these two oxygens depends upon the relative

orientation of the water molecules to each other. The distance

from the center of the oxygen in the ligand water to the center

of the chromium(II) is 2.2 X. 6 1 Thus the distance from the

electrode to the center of the chromium(II) in configurations c,

d, and e is between 6 and 7 A.

For each of the possible chromium positions for the acti-

vated state shown in Fig. V-1, the inner-coordination sphere has

been pictured as remaining intact. Chromium(III) is non-labile.

Any exchange of inner-sphere ligands would have to occur after

the chromium was in the labile chromium(II) state,

2+
For the oxidation of [Cr(H20)6 in a perchlorate solution,

the orientation of water molecules on the electrode surface is

important. At least 90% of the electrode surface is covered by

water, with the remainder covered by the weakly adsorbed per-

chlorate ions. In the potential range 100 to 300 mV positive

to the point of'zero charge where the oxidation of [Cr(H 20)612+

occurred, the water molecules would ordinarily be expected to be

oriented with their hydrogens facing away from the electrode.

Information is lacking as to the energy to re-orient a water

molecule at the surface, but it is probably not greater than a

few kcal/mole. The energy of a [Cr(H 20)6]2+ cation at the outer

Helmholtz plane relative to the bulk of the solution is also

typically'a few kcal/mole. For example, for a 02 potential of

-33 mV, which is the average 02 potential in a 0.33 M NaClO 4

3&
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solution for the potential range over which the [CrCH 2
0)6]

2+

oxidation occurs, the energy of the [Cr(H 20)6]2+ cation is

Zie02 or -1.5 kcal/mole. Since the energy of the [Cr(H 20)6]
2+

cation is close to the energy needed to turn the water molecule,

the configurations a, b, and d of Fig. V-3 for the activated

state for the oxidation of [Cr(H120)6]2+ are possible.

In addition to considering the orientation of water mole-

cules along the mercury surface, the water molecules in the

second layer away from the electrode and the presence of per-

chlorate ions must be taken into account. The water molecules in

the second layer away from the electrode surface would probably

have orientations ranging from random to those similar to the

first layer water molecules. Since this oxidation occurs from

-0.2 to -0.5 V vs SCE, the perchlorate ions will be weakly adsorbed

on the mercury surface. These perchlorate ions on the electrode

surface and elsewhere in the double layer, even in the outer-

coordination sphere of [Cr(H 20)6 2+, will serve to stabilize the

presence of the [Cr(H 20)61
2+ cation near the electrode.

The [Cr(H 20)6 ] cation could approach to the plane of the

second layer waters, since the repulsion (on a relative basis)

between the ligand water hydrogens and first layer water hydrogens

would be effectively reduced by the more unstructured second

layer water molecules and perchlorate anions. With a cation that

is labile to inner-sphere ligand substitution, several different

mechanisms, canbe proposed for the electron transfer.
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Three possible mechanisms are depicted in Fig. V-2. Mech-

anism A shows [Cr(H 20)612+ adsorbing onto the mercury electrode

prior to oxidation. Mechanism B, which is less probable than the

others, shows the chromium metal specifically adsorbing onto the

mercury surface after its own inner-sphere ligand water moves

from between it and the electrode. Another manner in which the

chromium metal could become specifically adsorbed is as follows.

The [Cr(H 20)6]
2+ cation adjacent to the electrode could lose a

water ligand that is remote to the electrode, causing the remain-

ing water ligands to rearrange such that the chromium metal is

then specifically adsorbed. Mechanism C depicts the perchlorate

ion bridging to the (Cr(H 20) 6] 2+ cation.

Still four more possible configurations for the activation

state in the oxidation of [Cr(H 20)6]
2+ are shown in Fig. V-3.

Configurations a and c show the chromium outer-sphere water ligand

and perchlorate ions shared also by the electrode. Configuration

b shows chromium separated from the electrode by two water mole-

cules. Configuration d shows the chromium-electrode separation

to be more than two water molecule diameters. Since the most

probable chromium-electrode separation is about 7 A, the most

probable mechanisms or configurations for the activated state are

mechanism C in Fig. V-2 and configurations a, b, and c of Fig.

V-3.
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Corrections to the Double Layer

In calculating the true rate constant, the correction

exp[(an-Z)F0 2/RT] was applied. This correction is only valid50

if the pre-reaction state is the outer Helmholtz plane with the

outer Helmholtz plane defined in terms of the supporting electro-

lyte, that is, the distance of closest approach of the cations or

anions to the electrode with a layer of water interposed. The

definition of the outer Helmholtz plane is contingent upon the

ions involved. Even in an electrolyte with no specifically ad-

sorbed ions such as NaF, the distance of the outer Helmholtz

plane from the electrode will differ depending upon whether the

outer Helmholtz plane is defined in terms of cations or anions.

The situation is even more confusing when more than one type of

cation and anion are present in solution. Under such circum-

stances, the equivalent of several outer Helmholtz planes may

exist. Fortunately the errors arising because of the existence

of more than one outer Helmholtz plane are partially compensating

and hence not as serious as they might otherwise be, but they can

lead to values for at and 8t which are still not fully character-

istic of the charge transfer in an elementary step.

The use of Payne's double layer data for HC1O 4 in lieu of

unavailable double layer data for NaClO4 was not expected to

cause any.serious error. To ascertain what the possible error

might-be, the double layer differential capacities at 250C for

0.1 and 1 M 1IC1 solutions73 were compared to those for 0.1 and 1 M

, ! /
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KCl solutions at the same potentials from -0.1 to -1.0 V vs NCE.

The K+ would be expected to behave the same as Na+ o For the 0.1

M solutions, the different capacities are virtually identical.

For the 1 M solutions, the capacities are about 4% higher for the

salt than for the acid at potentials positive to the point of

zero charge and about 2% higher for the acid than for the salt

at potentials negative to the point of zero charge. Since the

solutions used in this present work were 0.33 M in NaClO4, the

difference between hydronium and sodium ions is probably closer

to that for the 0.1 M than for the 1.0 HC and KCl solutions.

Even in the more concentrated.-solutions the difference between

the hydronium and sodium ions is small. The closeness of the

differential capacities implies that the 02 data of KC1 and IICl

solutions also are similar. This is evident from the following
.74

equation if no specific adsorption occurs.

E CdE = q + + [RTD . 7 C*(exP - I _ 1)312 (V-14)

E=E
p zc

The capacity C integrated from the point of zero charge to a

particular potential is equal to the charge q on the metal. The

summation of the right-hand side of Eq. (V-14) must be over all

of the ions in solution, which would include the chromium ions.

The bulk concentration of each ion is C*, the charge on the ion,

with sign, is Zi, the dielectric constant is D, and the other

symbols have their usual significance.
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An important problem with the 02 data is the effect that

chromium ions present in the solutions had on the 02 values.

Pure perchlorate solutions containing chromium ions will be con-

sidered. To determine the chromium effect on the 02 potentials,

Eq. (V-14) was used, assuming no specific adsorption for sodium,

perchlorate or chromium ions in the potential range of interest.

At potentials positive to -0.5 V vs SCE, weak specific adsorption

of perchlorate does occur. The 02 values calculated in the pure

HC104 solutions only considered the H3 0+ and C10 - ions. If

chromium ions are also present in the solution and the assumption

is made that the q on the metal will not be significantly changed

by the inclusion of the chromium ions, then 02 can be calculated

for each potential and q of interest with terms included for the

chromium.ions.as.well.as the hydronium.(or sodium) and per-

chlorate ions. The assumption of the constancy of q is made on

the basis ,thato ,is believed to be more sensitive to the chrom-

ium.concentration than to the charge q on the metal.

For the approximately 2.5 mM [Cr(I120)6 ](CI 4)3 concentration

used-in 0.33 M NaC1O4 the chromium influence on 02 only became

noticeable for [Cr(H 20)6
]3+ in the potential range where it is

reduced. In the anodic range (-0.2 to -0.5 V vs SCE) the con-

centrations of chromium(II) and chromium(III) were not sufficient

to modify 0 values provided the assumptions that q is not a2

function of chromium concentration and that perchlorate is not

specifically adsorbed are still valid. Actually there is weak

... .. ;*, /W
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perchlorate specific adsorption in this potential region which

would make the use of Eq. (V-14) only approximate. Other argu-

ments to be presented shortly show that the transfer coefficient

6 will be changed by a small amount. For the present, perchlorate

will be assumed not to be specifically adsorbed in the potential

region of -0.2 to -0.5 V vs SCE.

3,
Near the peak potential for the [Cr(H 20)6

]  reduction in

0.33 M NaClO 1 the 02 value obtained from the pure perchlorate

solutions was -52 mV at -0.86 V vs SCE. By assuming q in Eq.

(V-14) constant and by knowing the 02 value for a pure perchlorate

solution, a new 02 value could be calculated with Eq. (V-14)

which reflected the influence of the presence of chromium. The

new 02 value at -0.86 V vs SCE was -46 mV. Near the foot of the

[Cr(II20)61
3+ reduction peak, the 02 value obtained from a pure

perchlorate solution was -45.1 mV at -0.76 V vs SCE and when

corrected with Eq. (V-14), -41 mV was obtained, The double

2+ 34
layer corrected curve for the [Cr(H 20)6] /[CrH t20)6 3 couple in

a pure perchlorate solution shown in Fig. IV-2 was corrected with

the 02 data from a pure perchlorate solution. To ascertain how

much these double layer corrected rate constants would differ,

had the presence of chromium ions been considered, the apparent

rate constants were double layer corrected with the 02 values

obtained with the aid of Eq. (V-14) and a transfer coefficient

a of 0.48. The result was an increase in ;ie double layer

corrected rate constants over those values shown in Fig. IV-2

.t T - . . .. ... ... .. ..
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and a change in the true transfer coefficient. The newly ob-

tained transfer coefficient of 0.52 was then used to repeat the

double layer correction to the apparent rate constants for the

purpose of converging on the true transfer coefficient. The

transfer coefficient converged upon was a = 0.51. At -0.86 V

vs SCE the double layer corrected rate constant increased by a

factor of about 1.1 over what it was in Fig. IV-2 and at -0.76

V vs SCE the increase was by a factor of about 1.8. With a

transfer coefficient a of 0.51, the standard rate constant for

the [Cr(I 20) 6 12+/[Cr(H20) 6]3 + couple changed from 3.6 x 10
-7

to 4.0 x 10-7 cm/sec, and tht standard potential shifted from

-0.650 to -0.642 V vs SCE. Since the double layer potentials

in the perchlorate solutions are not large, the effect of correct-

ing them for the presence of chromium ions was quite small as

evidenced by the small changes in transfer coefficient and

standard rate constant.

An additional comment must be made here concerning the

earlier implicit assumption that ,8H20 in the potential range

for the oxidation of [Cr( 20)6] was unity. The fractional

surface coverage for H 20 could not be exactly unity as there

was weak perchlorate specific adsorption. Even though the

fractional surface coverage of perchlorate might change as much

as four-fold over the potential range (-0.2 to -0.5 V vs SCE)

for this oxidation, the change in e8t20 would be much less, perhaps

5% at most. Over one decade of current with a 120 mV slope, this

.7 ,
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5% change in O9H20 would result in only a 2% change in the trans-

fer coefficient. The exact implications of 9If20 are contingent
120

on the model used for the oxidation.

If the reaction occurs at a water covered electrode site,

then the anodic transfer coefficient B would increase slightly.

The following reasoning may be employed for predicting this

change in B. As the potential becomes more negative, eH20 in-

creases. The rate constant k can be expressed as k = k'(H20.

As El120 increases, k' will have a smaller absolute numerical

Tafel slope than k. Thus B' will be larger than S. If the reac-

tion occurs at a perchlorate covered site, then B would decrease

slightly, since the perchlorate coverage decreases as the poten-

tial becomes more negative. Reasoning similar to the above

may be used to explain this change in S. The effect is well

below the level of experimental error in the present study.

/
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Reactions in Chloride and Bromide Containing Solutions

Mechanisms of Redox Couples

The mechanisms z. the following additional situations

need to be considered: the oxidation of [Cr(1120)6]C" and

[Cr(H0)]2+ in chloride-perchloraLe solutions; the oxidation of

[Cr 110)1 Br and[Cr2+[Cr(2 0)6]Br+ and [Cr(206 in bromide-perchlorate solutions;

the reduction of [CrH 2 0)sCl]2+ and [Cr(H 20) 3  in chloride-2n chor6de-

perchlorate solutions; and the reduction of [Cr(HI20) Br 2  and

[Cr (H20) 6]3 in bromide-perchlorate solutions.

The discussion of mechanism will begin with the reduction

of [Cr(1120)61
3  in both the perchlorate-chloride and perchlorate-

bromide solutions. For both of these reductions, the reduction

mechanism would be expected to be identical to that for the

[Cr(1120)613+ cation in pure perchlorate solutions, since the inner

sphere of [Cr( 20)6 1 is not labile. The apparentcoordination s h r f [ r 1 .

rate constants are the same for this reduction in both the pure

perchlorate and perchlorate-chloride solutions. In the bromide-

perchlorate solutions, a small increase in apparent rate constants

was noted. This small increase can be e4plained by double layer

effects.

For the oxidation of [Cr(1210)6 ]  in either chloride-

perchlorate or bromide-perchlorate solutions, the mechanisms of

oxidation would be expected to be similar to the same oxidation

occurring in a pure porchlorate electrolyte. In the halogen-

containing solutions, the additional possibility exists for the

- " ..~,-
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chromium complex to approach a halogen-covered site and undergo

charge transfer there, with the halogen never entering the inner-

coordination sphere of chromium. The change in potential distri-

bution in the compact double layer due to the presence of speci-

fically adsorbed ions is theoretically correctible with a double

layer.correction.

For the [Cr(H 20)61 2+/[Cr(H20)6]
3+ couple in either bromide-

perchlorate or chloride-perchlorate solutions, the standard double

layer corrected rate constants showed no dependence on halogen

concentration (see Figs. IV-13 and 29) and had standard rate con-

stants within 12% of those for the couple in pure perchlorate solu-

tions. The agreement in standard potentials obtained in.pure per-

chlorate or-perchlor~te-chloride solutions for this couple was

within a few mV. For this couple in bromide-perchlorate solutions,

the standard potential deviated as much as 50 mV from that for a

pure perchlorate solution. This deviation is probably due to the

error associated with "steady-state" curves being used. For the

initial cycle curves, the agreement in standard potentials for

this couple in bromide-perchlorate solutions and pure perchlorate

solutions is within 10 mV.

For the oxidation of [Cr(Hi20)6]Cl+ to [Cr(H 20)5Cl]
2+ or the

oxidation of [Cr(H20)6]Br + to [Cr(H20) Br] + , the mechanisms are

quite similar. One plausible manner in which to explain these

oxidations is to postulate that the chromium(II) cation bonds

directly to either chloride or bromide which is specifically ad-
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sorbed on the mercury electrode, incorporates the halogen into its

inner-coordination sphere and undergoes charge transfer. The bond-

ing of the chromium(II) cation to the specifically adsorbed halogen

could occur either through a step involving a seven or a five-

coordinated chromium activated complex. A diagram of this oxida-

tion mechanism showing it occurring zhrough a seven-coordinated

chromium complex is given in mechanism A of Fig. V-4o A second

plausible mechanism for this oxidation is for a specifically ad-

sorbed halogen which is also located in the outer-coordination

sphere-of chromium to exchange positions with an inner-sphere

coordinated-water ligand. The possibility of the halogen reacting

homogeneously in a slow rate determining step with the chromium(II)

cation and then approaching the electrode for charge transfer has

been ruled out as the most probable mechanism because the standard

first order rate constants for these reactions show only a small

dependence on the bulk halogen concentration (see Figs. IV-11 and

27). For the chromium(II) oxidation occurring in a mixed chloride-

perchloyate solution, the second order rate constant will be shown

to have an even smaller dependence on the bulk chloride concentra-

tion than did the first order rate constant. This will be dis-

cussed in the following section.

The reductions of [Cr(Il20)5Cl) 2  and [Cr(l 20)5Br)2+ will be

discussed together. The possibility- exists for these cations to

approach the electrode with two distinct orientations: the halogen

ligand oriented toward the electrode or away from the electrode.
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In Fig, V-4, mechanism B depicts the complex approaching the elec-

trode with the ligand halogen oriented toward the electrode.

Mechanism C depicts the complex with the ligand halogen oriented

away from the electrode. Besides approaching the electrode with a

distinct orientation, the complex is quite capable of rotating

while it approaches the mercury surface. In Fig. V-5, four more

possible configurations for the activated complex are shown. Con-

figuration a of Fig. V-5 shows the central metal chromium ion to be

two water molecule diameters away from the electrode surface. Con-

figuration b shows the outer-sphere water ligand of chromium to be

shared by the.ele-trode. Configuration c depicts the central metal

chromium ion as being farther than two water molecule diameters from

the electrode. Configuration d shows the central metal chromium

ion to be the same distance from the electrode surface as was shown

in configuration b. However, in configuration d the complex is

oriented 1800 different from the orientation in configuration b.

Since both chloride and bromide are specifically adsorbed on

mercury in the potential range over which the [Cr(H 20)5C]2+ and

[Cr(H 20)5Br reductions occur, and since the [Cr(H20)5Br2

reduction occurs. positive to the point of zero charge and the

[Cr(H 20)5C1]
2+ reduction occurs near the point of zero charge, the

pre-reaction-state for both comnlexes in all probability has the

halogen directly interacting with the electrode and adsorbed on it.

Of course, the possibility exists for some fraction of either re-

duction to occur by a different mechanism The consequences of
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different mechanisms occurring and of the halogen ligand specifi-

cally adsorbing for these reductions with respect to the double

layer corrections will be discussed in the next section.

Since both the [Cr(H 20) 6] Cl/[Cr(H20) 5Cl] 2+ and [Cr(H20) 6]Br/
2+

[Cr(H 20)5Br] couples proceed with a change of inner-sphere lig-

ands, neither couple can be described by weak interaction processes.

Thus Eq. (V-7) is not applicable to these couples,

Both of these couples can be viewed either a: r.* example of

ligand bridging or atom transfer. Atom transfer implies that all

of the charge to be transferred resides on the halogen ligand and

that the halogen ligand becomes essentially neutral during some

stage as it physically enters or leaves the inner-coordination

sphere of the chromium. Ligand bridging implies that the charge to

be transferred is spread out over the electrode-ligand-chromium

system in the activated state. The atom tranLfer mechanism could

involve high activation energy approaching that corresponding to

the production of the halogen atom from the ion adsorption here

and seems very unlikely. The orbital overlap between the halogen

ion orbitals and the 3d orbitals of the two chromiums should be

quite substantial.in the activated state and hence the ligand

bridge mechanism, would be expected to have a lower energy of

activation.

Corrections to the Double Layer

To correct the 02 data for the presence of chromium ions

in the mixed chloride-perchlorat- or bromide-perchlorate solutions,

i 7 ._
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Eq. (IV-14 probably could be used as a first approximation in

potential ranges where specific adsorption is low. This condition

applies to the double layer corrections for the reduction of

[Cr(H 20)6]3
+ in each of the mixed electrolytes, and the reduction

of [Cr(H 20)5C1]2+ in the mixed chloride-perchlorate solution.

Each will be discussed.

For the reduction of [Cr(H 20)6]
3+ in the mixed chloride-

perchlorate supporting electrolyte, the 02 modification would be

the same as in the case of the pure perchlorate supporting electro-

yte.This follows from the fact that the [Cr(H 2 0) 613+ reductionlyte. Ti olw rmtefc htte(rH0 6  euto

curves in the mixed chloride-perchlorate electrolyte were identical

to those in the pure perchlorate supporting electrolyte (Fig. IV-5)

and were analyzed as such. (Apparent rate constants from the

initial cycle curve in the mixedchloride-perchlorate solution

given in Fig. IV-4c can be compared to apparent rate constants from

both the initial and "steady-state" cycle curves in Fig. 11-2 or

to the apparent rate constants in Fig. IV-2 obtained from "steady-

state" curvei in pure perchlorate solutions.) Thus the transfer

coefficient changed from 0.48 to 0.51 due to the chromium influence

in the mixed chloride-perchlorate solutio just as it did in the

pure perchlorate solution.

For the reduction of [Cr(H 20)6]
+ in a mixed bromide-per-

chlorate supporting electrolyte, the apparent rate constants given

in Chapter IV were double layer corrected with 02 data from a pure

perchlorate'solution, since more precise data were not available.

- -
?*
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The following digression will elucidate the frustrations encountered

in attempting to obtain precise 0., data for mixed bromide-per-

chlorate solutions over the potential range for the [Cr(H 20)613+

reduction. Solutions of low and high bromide concentration will be

considered in turn.

For perchlorate solutions containing less than 4% bromide,

the 0 2 values at potentials more negative than -0.76 V vs SCE would

be expected to behave very much like those for pure perchlorate

solutions. The 02 values given for the potential range between

-0.76 and-0.86 V vs SCE by the method of Dutkiewicz and Parsons
54

which was described in Chapter II were between -82 and -106 mV for

a bromide concentration of 5 uiA in 0.33 M NaClO4 as compared with

-45.2 and -52 mV for a pure 0.33 M NaCIO 4 solution. These extremely

high calculated 02 values indicate that the Dutkiewicz and Parsons

method cannot be applied to mixed bromide-perchlorate solutions of

low bromide concentrations. This limitation of the Dutkiewicz and

Parsons method for solutions containing extremely low concentrations

of specifically adsorbed species in a weakly or non-adsorbing

electrolyte has already been mentioned. The one occasion in the

present study that this method could be used in a situation of this

kind was for the double layer corrections of the oxidation of

[Cr(H 20)6]2+ or [Cr(H 20)6]Cl
+ in chloride-perchlorate solutions of

low chloride concentrations. The reason why such a calculation

did not cause any apparent complications when applied to the

chloride-perchlorate solutions for low chloride concentrations was

It
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that the difference between the 02 values for pure perchlorate and

the calculated values for the mixed chlorate-perchlorate solutions

was small. Consequently the absolute magnitude of the error was

small although its relative magnitude was probably large.

In mixed bromide-perchlorate solutions of high bromide con-

centration, the method of Dutkiewicz and Parsons would be expected

to be more reliable and the 02 values so obtained can be approxi-

mately corrected for the effect of the chromium ions. For solu-

tions of high (0.1 M) bromide concentration, the 02 value at a

potential near the foot of the curve was -63.5 mV (at -0.76 V vs

SCE),.and near the peak of the curve, the 02 value was -68 mV

(at -0..86. V vs SCE),. When these,values were corrected by Eq. (V-14)

for the presence of chromium ions, a 02 value of -53 mV was obtained

for the potential near the foot of the curve.and -55.7 mV was

obtained for the.potential near the peak of the curve.

An independent estimate of the 02 values in the mixed bromide-

perchlorate-solutions of high bromide concentration, taking into

account the -hromium ions,.can be made from the apparent rate con-

stants for the reduction of [Cr(H 20)6]+ in bromide-perchlorate

solutions of highbromide concentration. This independent estimate

is extremely desirable since it will give some measure of the

reliability of the Dutkiewicz and Parsons method and the equation

being used to correct for the influence of the chromium ions. An

estimate of the 02 values in the mixed bromide-perchlorate solu-

tions can be made from a knowledge of the difference in apparent

4I
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rate constants for the reduction of [Cr( 20)6]3+ in pure perchor-

ate solutions and in mixed bromide-perchlorate solutions. Since

the apparent rate constants for this reduction in the mixed bromide-

perchlorate solutions of high bromide concentrations were only a

factor of 1.2 on the average higher than those in the pure per-

chlorate solutions, the 02 values for the mixed bromide-perchlorate

solutions of high bromide concentrations wnuld be expected to be,

on the average, 2 mV higher than those for the perchlorate solution.

This estimate was based on Eq. (II-11). The 02 values from a pure

perchlorate solution, after correction for the presence of the

chromium ions, were -45 and -42 mV at -0.86 and -0.76 V vs SCE,

respectively. At these same potentials, the 02 values in the mixed

bromide-perchlorate solutions at high bromide concentrations,

according to the above reasoning, would be -47 and -43 mV. The 02

values calculated at these same potentials by the Dutkiewicz and

Parsons method and corrected for the presence of the chromium ions

were -55.7 and -53 mV, as stated previously. These latter 02

values are about 9 mV larger than those estimated directly from

the apparent rate constants. This 9 mV difference can be considered

the result of inadequacies in both the Dutkiewicz and Parsons

method and in the use of Eq. (V-I). For small absolute values of

02' the Dutkiewicz and Parsons method is more reliable, since

absolute errors would be small, although relative errors could be

larger.

While the 02 values for bromide-perchlorate solutions of

?/
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high bromide concentrations could be estimated from the apparent

rate constants, nevertheless the apparent rate conztants for this

reduction in mixed bromide-perchlorate solutions of both high and

low bromide concentrations were made with the 02 data from pure

perchlorate solutions. The use of pure perchlorate 02 data for

solutions of low bromide concentration in this negative potential

region is quite reasonable, but could be questioned Lor solutions

of high bromide concentration. Possibly the 0 2 data from pure

bromide solutions should have been used. This ., "- considered

and rejected, since the 02 values thus obtained were unrealistically

high, causing the double layer corrected rate constants to be

extraordinarily low. For example, the 0 2 values in a 0.1 M pure

KBr5S3 solution are -82 and -62 mV at -0.86 and -0.76 V vs SCE,

respectively. In conclusion, the pure perchlorate 02 values used

to correct the apparent rate constants for the [Cr(1120)613+ reduc-

tion in mixed bromide-perchlorate solutions were quite valid for

solutions of low bromide concentration, and were the only 02

data which gave reasonable results for solutions of high bromide

concentrations.

The double layer corrected rate constants for the

[Cr(H 20)6] 2+/[Cr(H 20)6]
3+ couple in the mixed bromide-perchlorate

solutions should be viewed as very approximate. Any correction to

the 0 2 values used for this double layer correction because of the

presence of chromium ions would be small since the 02 data from

pure perchloratesolutions were used for the initial double layer
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correction. Since the 02 data even without chromium taken into

account is highly questionable, it would make little sense to make

small corrections for the presence of chromium.

Before the discussion of double layer effects on the

[Cr(H 20)6]
3+ reduction is lerminated, an expeiimental observa-

tion should be mentioned and commented upon. After careful study

of the linear portions in the semi-log plots of apparent rate

constants for this reduction vs applied potential, the

conclusion was reached that a difference in the apparent trans-

fer coefficient a for this reduction in a solution of high or low

bromide concentration does exist. For solutions of low bromide

concentrations, the apparent transfer coefficient a for this

reduction was 0.63, the same as for this reduction in a pure

perchlorate solution. For solutions of high bromide concentra-

tion, the apparent transfer corfficient a was 0.60. This differ-

ence in the transfer coefficients is small, but real, and in

all probability can be explained by double layer effdcts.

The last electrochemical reaction to be considered for which

Eq.(V-14) was used to correct approximately the 02 values due to
2

the presence of chromium is the reduction of [Cr(II20)5CI] in

mixed chloride-perchlorate solutions. For a solution 0.47 M in

chloride, at-0.523 and -0.60 V vs SCE, the 02 values obtained for

the mixed chloride-perchlorate solutions were -41 and -55.7 mV,

respectively. With Eq.(V-14) chese values became -40.8 and -45

mV, respectively. For a solution 0.09 M in chloride, the 02

.4
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values obtained from mixed chloride-perchlorate solutions at -0.523

and -0.70 V vs SCE were -42 and -61 mV, respectively. When

these 02 values were corrected with Eq. (V-14) they became -41.5

and -51 mV, respectively. Using these newly obtained 02 values to

correct the apparent rate constants, a transfer coefficient a of

0.30 was obtained for each chloride solution just described. This

transfer coefficient is different than those obtained with the

original 02 data (see Fig. IV-l). One of those transfer coeffic-

ients was extremely low, 0.13, but it corrected to 0.30. Further-

more, the transfer coefficient a of 0.30 agrees with the transfer

coefficient obtained from the reduction of [Cr(1 20) 5C1] 2 when

this complex wul- the initial form of chromium(IIl) in the support-

ing electrolyte (Fig. IV-17). Since double layer corrections for

this reduction (chromium initially in the [Cr(Ii 20) 5 C1]2+ form) were

done with pure perchlorate 02 data, corrections to these 02

values due to the presence of chromium ions were extremely small.

The transfer coefficient increased from 0.30 to 0.31. For solu-

ticas of low chloride concentrations, the 02 values from pure per-

chlorate solutions were used to double layer correct the apparent

rate constants. These 02 values are influenced very little by the

presence of chromium ions. Thus the curves in Fig. IV-14 corres-

ponding to low chloride concentrations remain as given.

The above discussion concerning corrections to 02 for the

2+[Cr(1120) 5 C1] reduction is contingent upon the model used for this

- - -/ .. . ... . ... ."
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reduction. As has already been stated, this reduction is believed

to proceed in such a manner that the chloride ligand is oriented

toward the electrode in the pre-reaction state and in the activated

complex. Thus the chromium cation could be positioned at a plane

of closest approach that is closer to the electrode than the plane

of closest approach for the potassium cation from which the double

layer 02 values were obtained. Since potential varies as a

function of distance from the electrode, and since this variance

is often abnormal when specific adsorption is involved, the 02

values used for the double layer corrections could be in error by

a large amount. The fact that a is only 0.30 would seem to suggest

that the potentials corresponding to the pre-reaction state are

much different than the 02 values used. The possibility also

exists for the reduction to occur a certain fraction oi. ,he time

in an orientation such that the chloride ligand is oriented away

from the mercury electrode. Therefore the above correction to

02 for this reduction should be viewed with caution.

All of the corrections to 02 and the consequences of them

which have been discussed so far in this chapter are summarized

in Table V-1.

V,
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For the electrochemical reactions which occur in potential

ranges which have substantial specific adsorption, Eq. (V-14)

caniot be used to correct the 02 values for the presence of the

chromium ion even as an approximation. These reactions include

the oxidation of £Cr(H 20) 6 1 2+ or[r+O 6 C~i ie ouin
22+

theoxdaio o [r( 20)61 or [Cr(H 20) 6]C1+ in mixed soluxtions

of chloride-perchlorate, the oxidation of [Cr(H2)6 2+or2or

[Cr(H 20)6]Br
+ in mixed bromide-perchlorate solutions, and the

reduction of [Cr(H20) Br]2+ in mixed bromide-perchlorate solutions.

Only qualitative insight can be given concerning the correc-

tion to 02 for these reactions. The true 02 values will be

numerically smaller than the ones used in Chapter IV. If the 02

values which were used for the double layer corrections in Chapter

IV are termed the apparent 02 values and those 02 values which

should have been used because of the presence of the chromium

ions are termed the true 02 values, then the true 02 values are

not only numerically smaller than the apparent 02 values at any

given potential, but the difference between the apparent and the

true 0 2 values becomes increasingly larger as the potentials

become more remote from the point of zero charge. Both of these

statements can be deduced from experimental evidence. A good ex-

74
ample was provided by Timmer et al. rhe doublelayer differ-

ential capacity of a solution containing 0.4 mM In3 + and 1 M

KCNS was lower than the differential capacity of a pure 1 M

KCNS solution. At the following potentials positive to the point

of zero charge in these solutions, the double layer differential
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capacity data in pF/cm
2 for solutions with and without In

3+

present were: at SO mV, 35.9, 36.9; at 100 mV, 34.0, 37.7; at

150 mV, 33.5, 38.5; at 200 mV, 34.0, 39.4; at 250 mV, 34.5, 40.7.

These values were read from Fig. 3 in reference 74. Although

the electrocapillary curves with or without In3+ present in the

KCNS solutions were unchanged, Timmer et al. stated that In3+

is specifically adsorbed.

75The 0 2 values can be calculated from differential capacity

data as follows. From differential capacity data measured at

various chemical potentials, the change in capacity with respect

to chemical potential at a given electrode potential can be calcu-

lated. Integration of this value over electrode potential yields

the integral capacity of the cation. Integration of the integral

capacity over electrode potential gives the cationic surface

excess which in turn is proportional to 02" Since the differen-
in3+

tial capacity of an In containing solution is less than the

differential capacity of the supporting electrolyte alone, the

integral capacity away from the point of zero charge will become

3+increasingly less than for the In containing solution than for

the supporting electrolyte solution. Hence the 02 values for the

In3+ containing solution will become increasingly less from the

point of zero charge than the 02 values for the supporting electro--

lyte solution.

For each of the above mentioned reactions, except the

[Cr(H 20)5Br]2+ reduction, this change in the 02 values will pro-
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duce numerically larger transfer coefficients. For the
2+

[Cr(H 20)5Br] reduction, the transfer coefficient a will de-

crease. For the reactions occurring in the solutions containing

chloride, the absolute change in 02 values and transfer coeffic-

ients would be expected to be smaller than the same changes in

the solutions cc,.taining bromide. This follows from the fact

that the 02 values in bromide containing solutions are much

larger than those for chloride containing solutions. Each of

the above reactions will be discussed.

2+
For the oxidation of [Cr(H 20)612 in the mixed chloride-

perchlorate solutions, Table IV-l shows that the true transfer

coefficient a varied from 0.41 to 0.44 with most of the values

being 0.42. Since the change in integral capacity between chloride-

perchlorate solution with and without chromium ions would prob-

ably differ by not more than 10% (estimate based on reference 74)

at potentials remote to the point of zero charge, the 02 values

at the same potentials remote to the point of zero charge would

probably decrease only by 1 or 2 mV. Such a change in 02 values

would increase the transfer coefficient B to 0.43 from 0.42.

The 02 values applicable for the oxidation of [Cr(H 20)6]C
+

to [Cr(H 20)5Cl] 2+ in the mixed chloride-perchlorate solutions were
2+

the same ones used for the oxidation of [Cr(H 20)6] in the mixed

chloride-perchlorate solutions. Therefore the previous discussion

applies here also. The effect a change in 02 will have on the

transfer coefficient for this oxidation (Table IV-l) is dependent
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upon the model used for the oxidation. As previously discussed.
2+

one plausible model for this oxidation is for 
the [Cr(H 20)6]

cation to bond directly to a specifically adsorbed chloride ion.

Consequently the reacting chromium(II) cation could be located

at a plane of closest approach which is closer to the electrode

than the plane of closest approach for the potassium cation from

which the 02 values were obtained. Thus the 02 values used in

Chapter IV for the double layer corrections were not completely

correct because they corresponded to potentials at the plane of

closest approach for potassium ions. Whatever transfer coefficient

the 02 values for the position occupied by the chromium(II)

cation during oxidation would have given, that transfer coeffic-

ient should be corrected for the presence of the chromium ions.

As shown in the last paragraph, this correction is probably small.[threutoofte 2+

To discuss the oxidations of [Cr(H20) 6] or [Cr( 20)6 ]Br'

or the reduction of [Cr(H 20)5 Br]2+ in the mixed bromide-perchlor-

ate solutions with respect to the 02 changes is more difficult

than the same for the counterpart of these reactions in the mixed

chloride-perchlorate solutions. The difference in integral capa-

city for bromide solutions with and without chromium present would

be larger than the same difference for the chloride-perchlorate

solutions, since bromide is specifically adsorbed more strongly.

Furthermore, as has already been mentioned, the 02 values orig-

inally obtained by the Dutkiewicz and Parsons method are not

completely correct. When relatively large corrections must be

A
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made to a value which is initially in some doubt, the problem is

virtually impossible. Whatever the change in 02 is, the transfer

coefficients will be affected.

2+
Since the oxidation of [Cr(H 20)61 in the bromide-per-

chlorate solutions was double layer corrected with pure perchlorate

02 data as previously discussed in Chapter IV, only a negligible

change in 02 would result from the presence of chromium.

2+

For the [Cr(H 20) 6]Br oxidation, the true 02 values which

become progressively smaller than the apparent 02 values the more

positive the potential is to the point of zero charge because of

the presence of the chromium ions, would cause the numerical

value of the Tafel slopes in mV/decade to be smaller than they

already are in Table IV-2. Of course, this statement is contin-

gent on the model used for the oxidation, just as a similar state-

ment for the oxidation of [Cr(H20)6]CI+ was contingent on the

model used for that oxidation. As has been discussed earlier,

2++

one plausible model for the oxidation of [Cr(H20)6]Br
+ to

[Cr(H20)5 Br]2+ is for the chromium(II) cation to bond directly

to the specifically adsorbed bromide ion. Thus the chromium(II)

ion could be at a plane of closest approach that is closer to the

electrode than the plane of closest approach for the potassium

cations from which the 02 values were calculated. Although no

serious error seemed to result from ;his situation with the

[Cr(H 20)6]Cl
+ oxidation, the results could be far more serious

for the [Cr(H20)6 ]Br
+ oxidation, since the potentials in the com-

.6
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pact double layer for the bromide containing solution would be

expected to change far more as a function of distance from the

electrode, than would be the case for chloride containing

solutions.

2+
For the [Cr(H 20)5 Br] reduction, the change in 02 would

cause the numerical value of the Tafel slope in mV/decade

to be larger than those reported in Table IV-2. This statement,

too, is contingent upon the model used for this reduction and

all that has been said concerning the reduction of [Cr(H20) 5Cl]
2+

and 02 is applicable here. Since bromide adsorbs nore strongly

on mercury than does chloride, and since this reduction occurs
2+

at potentials more positive than the [Cr(H 20)5C1]  reduction,

the potential drop in the compact double layer for bromide-

perchlorate solutions will vary far more than that for chloride-

perchlorate solutions. Any abnormal behavior in the potential

drop across the compact double layer also will be more pronounced

in the bromide containing solutions than in the chloride con-

taining solutions.

Effects of Fractional Surface Coverage for Chloride and
Bromide on the Rate Constants

For the oxidation of both [Cr(H 20) 6]Cl to

2+ +r 2+thsufc[Cr(H 20) 5Cl]2 and [Cr(ll20)6]Br+ to [Cr(" 20)sBr] the surface

concentration of the halogen has been assumed large and incor-

porated into the first order rate constants. An attempt will be

made to separate the halogen concentration from the first order

/
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rate constant on a relative basis. For either oxidation, the

first order rate constant can be rewritten as

k = k'eX  = k'(nX_/nT) = k"n X _  (V-IS)

where 8X is the fractional surface coverage for the halogen at

any given potential, nx_ is the surface coverage in charge/cm
2

(which is directly proportional to moles/cm 2) at any given poten-

tial and nT is the total number of electrode sites. Since the

total number of sites is a constant, it can be incorporated

into k' yielding a new rate constant k". Values for n X _ at

52different potentials are available for both chloride and

bromide53 solutions. Values for n . at different potentials

are given in Table V-2. Using these values a correction was

made on the double layer corrected rate constants k for each

oxidation. Dividing k by nX. yielded k'. Fig. (V-15) shows how

the transfer coefficients for each oxidation were decreased over

those values listed in Tables IV-1 and 2. For n Cl_, the values

in 0.02 M KC1 were used for calculating k' from k. For nBr_,

the values in 0.1 M KBr were used for calculating k' from k.

The nBr- values for 0.01 M KBr go to zero, making their use

difficult. The fact that the nBr- values reach zero and even

2go to a positive 1.4 ucoul/cm throws suspicion on the use of

this adsorption data as an estimate of relative e values.

Actually, the calculation of k" for a solution containing a

certain halogen bulk concentration should be performed with nx _

4.' -'£
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data for that same halogen bulk concentration. However, only

.relative changes with electrode potential were calculated here

and approximately the same relative changes are evident whether

the nX_ value at the higher or lower concentrations given in

Table V-2 are used.

For the oxidation of [Cr(H 20)6]Br
+ , the numerical increase

in the Tafel slope in mV/decade caused by the effect of the bro-

mide surface coverage will be off-set by the numerical decrease

of the Tafel slope in mV/decade caused by the correction to

02 due to the presence of the chromium ions. Which of the two

effects -- the change due to 02 or e Br_ -- will dominate and

thus determine whether the numerical value of the Tafel slope in

mV/decade will increase or decrease, is a moot question.

For the oxidation of [Cr(H 20)6]C +, the transfer coeffic-

ient 8 decreases due to the effect of 9CI_. This decrease will

be off-set only slightly by the small increase in a due to the

correction of 02" The resultant B will be significantly lower

than 0.5. Although a significant amount of strong interaction

reactions have been reported with transfer coefficients of about

0.5, there is no reason to expect such to be true for the present

case. The fact that a is not 0.5 may mean that the pre-reaction

plane does not correspond to the plane of closest approach or

outer Helmholtz plane for which the 02 values were evaluated, or

the 02 values are in error.
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TABLE V-2. Values of nCl_ and nBr-

-Potential -nCl _(1coul/cm ) -Potential -n Br- (coul/cm )

vs SCE in 0.02 M KC vs SCE in 0.01 M KBr

0.2082 8.96

0.2614 6.82 0.236 11.5

0.3150 4.73 0.279 9.0

0.3741 2.75 0.325 6.6

0.4523 1.15 0.371 4.1

0.420 1.8

0.480 0.0

in 0.1 M KC1 in 0.1 M KBr

0.1996 12.49 0.319 17.3

0.2517 10.12 0.360 14.8

0.3026 7.80 0.402 12.2

0.3531 5.59 0.444 9.8

0.4069 3.56 0.486 7.4

0.4668 1.87

t
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In view of the preceding discussions, any very small correc-

tion to the first order rate constants become insignificant for

those reactions which occur at a water covered site and for

which the assumption was made that a equalled unity.
H20

Of interest also is how e X- changes with respect to bulk

halogen concentrations so that the dependence of k?, the second

order rate constant, on bulk halogen concentration can be ob-

tained. For the oxidation of [Cr(H20)6]CI+ to [Cr(H20)5CI]

in a mixed chloride-perchlorate solution, Fig. (IV-ll) shows

that the dependence of k, the first order double layer corrected

rate constant, on bulk chloride concentration is low. The slope

of the line for k vs chloride concentration is 0.22. As the

bulk halogen concentration increases, so also does n Cl_ (see

Table V-3), which is proportional to 6Cl_* For the more positive

potentials, nc1 _. in 0.1 M KC1 is about a factor of 1.S larger

than the n Cl_ values in 0.02 M KCl. If the nc1 _ values in 0.02

M KCI are also about a factor of 1.5 larger than the n Cl_ values

in a 0.002 M KC1 solution, then the slope of a plot of k' vs

chloride concentration would be close to zero. Thus, with the

reasonable assumption of how surface coverage changes with bulk

chloride concentration, the second order rate constant is inde-

pendent of bulk chloride concentration.

For the oxidation of [Cr(H 20)6]Br
+ to [Cr(H20)sBr] 2+ in

mixed bromide-perchlorate solutions, Fig. IV-27 shows that the

slope of the first order double layer corrected rate constant vs
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bulk bromide concentration is -0.15. This negative slope is

contrary to expectations and may be viewed as a product of the

uncertain double layer corrections for bromide-perchlorate

solutions. In this case, a plot of the second order rate constant

k' vs bulk bromide concentration would have an even greater

negative slope than the similar plot for the first order rate

constants.

A partial summary of kinetic data from the cyclic voltammetry

curves with chromium initially present in solution as

[Cr(H 20)61 is presented in Table V-3. In different supporting

electrolytes, different redox couples are observed. In the pure

2+ 3+
perchlorate solution, the simple [Cr(H 20)6]2 /[Cr(H 20)6]

+ couple

was present. In mixed chloride-perchlorate solutions, two

different couples were present: (Cr(H20)6] /[Cr(H 20)6], which

has rate constants that are essentially the same as those for

this couple in the pure perchlorate solution, and [Cr(H 20)6 ]Cl/

2+[Cr(1120)5CI]2, which was significantly different from the2+ 3+
[CrH 20)6]23/[Gr(H20)6] couple. In mixed bromide-perchlorate

2+
solution, two different couples were also present: [Cr(H 20) 612

3+
[Cr(1120)6] , which has rate constants that are essentially the

same as those for this couple in the pure perchlorate solution,

+ 2+and [Cr(H 20)6]Br+/[Cr(H 20)5Br]
2 , which is significantly different

from either [Cr(H 20)61 2+ /[Cr(H20)6 ]3+ or [Cr(I120)6]Ci+/

[Cr(H 20)5C] 2+. The standard rate constants increased in the

Ci the
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2+ 3+. C( ' ]C+/ C ) 2+
order [Cr(H 20)6] /[Cr( 20 ) 6 ] 2 < [Cr 2 0)6 ]C/[Cr(H20) 5Cl]

+ 2+
< [Cr(H 20)6 ]Br+/[Cr(H20)5 Br]2 . This increase in standard rate

constants is quite explanable as the following section will show,

and quite in accord with the homogeneous counterparts of these

electrode reactions.

A comparison of the results in this work with available

literature data is favorable. For the hexaaquochromium(II)/(III)

cuple in an acidic perchlorate supporting electrolyte, the

apparent rate constant obtained in this work at -0.65 V vs SCE

-5was 1.1 x 10 cm/sec. The values obtained by other workers

(see Table I-1) varied from 0.69 to 1.8 x 10" cm/sec. The

double layer corrected standard rate constant obtained in this

work was 4.0 x 10" cm/sec at -0.65 V vs SCE. At the same poten-

26 -7tial Slotter et al. obtained 5.0 x 10 cm/sec. For the

[Cr(H 20)6]3+ reduction, Jones25 obtained an apparent transfer

coefficient a of 0.63, as was obtained in this work. Slotter26

obtained a double layer corrected transfer coefficient a of

0.50, while 0.51 was found for this present work. For the appar-

ent transfer coefficient 8 for the oxidation of (Cr(1 20) 6 2+

in a perchlorate medium (see Table 1-4), both Jones 25 and Aikens

14and Ross found a 0.37. In the present work Ba 0.35,

which double layer corrected to 8t  0.43.

For the oxidation of [Cr(I120)6]2+ in 0.95 M NaClO4 + 0.005

14
M NaCl, Aikens and Ross obtained an apparent rate constant at

-0.5 V vs SCE of 9.5 x 10"5 cm/sec. From the present work, the
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-4
apparent rate constant of N 1 x 10 cm/sec at -0.5 V vs SCE

can be seen from Fig. IV-7. The experimental conditions were

0.33 M NaClO + 0.005 M NaCl.
2+

Fcr the oxidation of [Cr(h 20)6] in 0.91 M NaBr + 0.066

M HC104 , Jones
25 obtained an apparent rate constant of 1.82 x

-310 cm/sec at -0.5 V vs SCE. In the same solution, Jones ob-

tained an apparent rate constant of 1.88 x 10- cm/sec for the

2+
reduction of [Cr(H 20)sBr] at -0.5 V vs SCE. In the present
r2 o

work, the apparent standard rate constant for the [Cr(H20) 6 ]Br+/

2+
[Cr(H 20)5 Br] couple at -0.43 V vs SCE in a 0.23 M NaClO4 +

-3
0.103 M NaBr solution was 1.8 x 10 cm/sec.
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Orbital Overlap for the Electrochemical Reactions

The initial electrostatic attraction between reactants of

the bridging type will in itself not produce an electrochemical

reaction. Sufficient orbital overlap must exist between the

reactants. For the oxidations or reductions in which bromide,

chloride, perchlorate or water is between the electrode and the

chromium complex, the orbitals involved in the electron transfer

for the activation state can be described by molecular orbitals.

76
Primarily the sigma molecular orbital between localized mercury

d orbitals, p orbitals in bromide, chloride, perchlorate, or

water and d orbitals on the chromium complex, will be involved

in the electron transfer.

The difference between the relative effects of bromide,

chloride, perchlorate and water can be understood simply when

couched in crystal field theory terms. A transition group com-

plex can be characterized by two sets of parameters. The

first is the orbital energy difference in the partly filled d

shells (A) and the second a parameter of interelectronic repul-

77
sion. Each of these sets of parameters will be considered.

The ability of different ligands about the same central

metal ion to increase A is qualitatively represented by the spec-

tr',:hemical series. The right-hand members of the series split

the d orbitals of the metal the most and tend to produce low spin
78

complexes. A partial listing of the series is given below.

-I- r . . .:
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I. < Br < Cl < F" urea OH. < 1120 < SCNT < NO2 ,<< CN
22'

When chromium contains five water ligands and one halogen

ligand in its inner coordination sphere, the value of A can be

estimated by Jorgenson's "rule of average eniironment!"79  Briefly

this rule states that for a central metal ioi surrounded by

different ligands, provided these ligands are not separated too

far in the spectrochemical series, the value of A can be found

by a linear interpolation of the A values for the same metal ion

surrounded solely by each of the ligands. The value for

3. 3+ 8o
[Cr(1 20)6] is 49.6 kcal and that for CrCl6  is 30.8 kcal

2 626
Thus the A value for [Cr(H 20) C1]2+ can be estimated at 47.7

kcal. For the [Cr(H 20)5]Br2+ complex the A value would be smaller

than 47.7 kcal, sii.ce the A value for CrBr6 is smaller than that

for CrCl 6. In either case, not a great variance exists between

2+the A value for the hexaaquo complex and either [Cr(H20)5C1]
2+

or (Cr(112 0)sBr] 2+

The second parameter which can be uv-ed to characterize a

transition complex will prove more fruitful in yielding a differ-

ence between bromide, chloride, perchlorate and water. The

nephelauxetic series has been constructed according to inter-

electronic repulsion parameters. In part, the series is listed

below.81
S2- 

-2-

F 110< urea < NIl 3 < en < ox < NCS-< Cl CN-< Br. < I

Those ligands toward the right have a greater tendency to form

covalent compounds and to lose electrons than do those ligands on
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the left-hand side. The term covalency implies a sharing of

-electrons between the various elements in a complex and thus

a significant amount of orbital overlap. A greater degree of

82
variance exists between the members of the nephelauxetic series

than-does between the members of the spectrochemical series

for the same central metal ion. Since the nephelauxetic series

parallels the ligands' tendencies to form covalent bonds, while

the spectrochemical series parallels the ligands' ability to

split the metal's d orbitals, the nephelauxetic series rather

than the spectrochemical series will give an indication of orbital

overlap. The nephelauxetic series clearly shows that bromide

has a greater tendency toward covalency than does chloride or

water. Perchlorate would be expected to be near Nil3* This ten-

dency for increased covalency and hence for increased orbital

overlap from water to bromide is reflected in the increase of

apparent and standard rate constants for the redox couples from

[Cr (H20) 6] 3+/[Cr "2 0) 6] 2+ to [Cr(1 20) 6 C+/ [Cr ('H20) sC1] 2+ to

[Cr(H 20) 6 ]Br+/[Cr (120) 5 Br] 2+
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Conclusions

The following is a summary of the thesis research.

1. The experimentally easy-to-use cyclic voltammetry

technique was used for obtaining rate constants.

2. Analysis of the experimental cyclic voltammetry curves

was accomplished by computer integration of current-

time data according to the convolution theorem in

order to obtain concentrations of the reactants at

the electrode surface. These concentrations were then

used to calculate apparent rate constants both with

and without appreciable back reactions.

3. Although the use of initial cycle voltammetry curves

was preferable, the use of the "steady-state" curves

was found acceptable under the conditions of the

present study.

4. In a pure perchlorate supporting electrolyte with

3+
chromium initially present as [Cr(H 20)5] , only the

hexaaquochromium(II)/(III) couple was observed.

5. In mixed chloride-perchlorate or bromide-perchlorate

supporting electrolytes with chromium initially present

3+
only as [Cr(1120)613, two different redox couples

were observed for each solution. In the chloride-
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perchlorate electrolyte, the [Cr(112 0) 6 2 +/[Cr(H 20) 6] 3+

and the [Cr(H2 J0) 6 Il+/[Cr(1 2 0 ) 5C] 2+ couples were

present. In the bromide-perchlorate electrolytes,

th [Cr an [CrH0(2the [Cr(H20) 6] 2+/[Cr (H20) 6 ]+ and [Cr (H20) 6] Br+/
2+[Cr(if20) 5 Br]  couples were present.

6. Double layer corrections were applied to each system.

For the pure perchlorate solutions, the double layer

corrections worked well. For the chloride-perchlorate

solutions, the double layer corrections worked fairly

well, For the bromide-perchlorate solutions, the

double layer corrections are questionable.

7. For the hexaaquochromium(II)/(III) couple in pure

perchlorate solutions, the transfer coefficients at

and at evaluated from the cathodic and anodic branches,

respectively, are such that (a + 0.94. This is

reasonably close to unity, considering the difference

in the structural organization of the interface over

the potential ranges in which the reduction and oxi-

dation occurred. For the [Cr(i2 0) 6]Cl/[Cr(H 2 0) Cl]2+

couple in a perchlorate solution with chromium initially

in the [Cr(GI 20) 5CI]CI 2 form, the transfer coefficients

evaluated from each branch of the curve give (at + at) =

0.85. This is significantly different from unity, but

not surprising in view of the specific adsorption in-
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volved and the limitations imposed on the use of

Eq. (II-11).

8. The standard rate constants increased in the order

[Cr(1120) 6 ] 2+ /[Cr( 2 0) 6 3+ < [Cr(H20) 6 ]CI+/[Cr(1120) 5 Cl] 2+

+ 2+
< [Cr(H 20) 6]Br+/[Cr(H2 0)sBr]2. The ligand bridge

model may be used to explain this increase in rate

constants.

9. The hexaaquochromium(II)/(III) couple showed no depen-

dence on bulk halogen concentrations. For both of the

halogen containing couples, the first order standard

rate constants showed a weak dependence on bulk halo-

gen concentration. In the case of the [Cr(H20)6]Cl+/

2+
[CrG120)sC1] couple, the second order rate constants

were shown to have virtually no dependence on bulk

halogen concentrations.

10. The experimental free energies of activation for the

hexaaquochromium(II)/(III) electrode and homogeneous

reactions were compared to those free energies of

activation predicted by a weak interaction theory.

The agreement between experiment and theory was good

for the homogeneous case and only fair for the electrode

case. The weak interaction theory does seem appropriate

for describing charge transfer in the absence of bridg-

ing ligands. The lack of complete quantitative agree-

/
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ment between experiment and theory is probably due

to inadequate description of the structural aspects

of the interface.

Final Remarks

Effective experimental methods are available for studies

of redox couples. Cyclic voltammetry usee in the present

work is suitable for supplying data from which apparent

rate constants can be calculated, but probably with less

certainty than other methods. The advantage of this

method .s that in a single experiment different reacting

couples can be identified and apparent rate constants obtained.

The principal complication in the interpretation of the

apparent rate constants is that relatively complete double

layer corrections can be applied only when specific adsorption

is not involved and the reacting species have spherical charge

symmetry. When specific adsorption of either the reacting

species or the supporting electrolyte occurs, at the best only

a semi-quantitative analysis of the apparent rate constants

can be made. The situation has been further complicated in

the present study by a lack of double layer data for mixed

electrolytes. Future work should concentrate on gathering

adequate experimental double layer data for the actual electro-

lytes in which the redox experiments are performed and on a

theoretical understanding of the double layer to aid in inter-

pretation of the reacting systems.



APPENDIX I

COMPUTER PROGRAM MAINLINE WHEN BACK REACTION CAN BE NEGLECTED

DIMENSION CURR(S00) ,TIME (500),X(SOO) ,Y(500) ,SUM(500) ,J(500),
1CURO(500) ,CURD(S00) ,NAME(10)
READ 41,ICOUNT

41 FORMAT(13)
DO 34 IJK=1,ICOUNT
READ 42,(NAME(I),I=1,10)

42 FORMAT(13A6,A2)
PRINT 43,(NAME(I),I=1,10)

43 FORMAT(1H ,13A6,A2)
READ 1,N

1 FORMAT (13)
PRINT8 ,N

8 FORMAT(iiH,21HNUMBER OF LAST POINT=,I3)
RELD 99,LX,LY

99 FORMAT(2I3)
READ 2, (CURO(I), I=LX,N)

2 FORMAT(10F8.3)
READ3 ,A, C1ROM ,CURC

3 FORMAT (3F10.5)
PRINT 11,A,ClIROM,CURC

11 FORMAT(1II,2HA= ,F1O.S ,SX,6IICIIROMu ,F1O.S 15X,SHCURCU ,F1O .5 ,X)
READ4O, FARCON ,RATCON

40 FORMAT(2F20.10)
PRINT lii, FARCON ,RATCON

Ill FORMAT(11 ,7HFARCON=,F20.10,5X,7HRATCON=,F20.10)
READ4 TINCR,TIME(1)

4 FORMAT(2F10.4)
PRINT12,TINCR,TIME (1)

12 FORMiAT(111,61TINCR=,F1O.5,SX,8H!TIME(l) ,F1O.S)j
PRINT9

9 FORMAT(1H,2611OBSERVED VALUES OF CURRENT)
PRINT 1O,(I.,CURO(I),I=LX,N)

10 FORMAT(7(lIH ,13,?X,F8.5,SX))
READ 5,M

5 FORMAT(113)
PRINT13,M

13 FORMAT(l1i,211M=,I3)
READ6 (J(K) ,Kx~1,M)

6 FORMAT(20I4)
CURCN= -CURC
D)07 I=LY,N
IF(I .GT. 100)CURC=CURCN

7 CURR(I) =CURO(I) -CURC
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PRINT 55
55 FORMAT(1Hi,26HCORRECTD VALUES OF CURRENT)

PRINT 56, (I ,CURR(I) ,I=LY,N)
56 FORMAT(7(1H,I3,2X,F8.5,5X))

D034 K=1,M
JK=J(K)
JM = JK -(LY-1)

DO 24 L =1,JM
JKE = L + (LY-1)

X(L,)=TIME (1)+Z*TINCR
CURD(L) = CURR(JKE)

24 CONTINUL
PRINT25 ,JK

25 FORMAT(111 ,3HJK=,13)
JKB = JM - 1
DO 27 I = 1,JKB

27 Y(I) = CURD(I)/SQRT (ABS(X(JM) -X(I)))

AREAO0.0
JKC = JM - 2
D0291=1 ,JKC
SUMCI) =0,5*(Y(I)+Y (1+1)) *(X(I+1) -XCI))

29 AREA=AREA+SUM(I)
,AREAT = AREA+StJM(JM-2)
IF(.;K.GT.120)GO TO 31
CONG = CHROM - CAREAT*FARCON/A)
GO TO 32

31 CONC=AREAT*FARCON/A
CONC= -CONG

32 RCONST = CURDCJM)/CRATCON*A*CONC)
PRINT33 ,JM,AREAT,C-ONC

33 FORMATC1Hi,6IINDEX=,13,SX,6HAREA,E20.1O,SX,SHCONC=,E20.10,5X)
PRINT 35,CURD(l) ,RCONST

35 FORMAT(111 ,8HCURD(1)=,E20.10,5X,,11HRATE CONST=,E20.1O)
34 CONTINUE

STOP
END
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Definition of Symbols

CURO = Observed current

CIJRR = Faradaic current

ICOUNT = Total number of runs for which rate constants will be
calculated

NAME = Name of run

N = 3umber of last point

A = 1|ME Area

M = Number of rate constants

JfK) = Time index where rate constants will be determined

CHROM = Initial concentration of chromium(III)

CURC n Non-Faradaic correction

FARCON = (7rD) ' - where D = diffusion coefficient and F =
Faraday

RATCON = F

TINCR = Time increment between current points

TIME(l) = Initial time

RCONST = Rate constant

I'



APPENDIX II

COMPUTER PROGRAM MAINLINE WHEN BACK REACTION IS CONSIDERED

DIMENSION CONC(100)
DIMENSION CURD(500)
DIMENSION X(500)
DIMENSION CURR(SOO) ,TIME (500) ,J(S00) ,CURO (500)
DIMENSION NAME (10)
DIMENSION LA(100)
DIMENSION AREAT(100)
READ 41,ICOUNT

41 FORMAT(i3)
DO 34 IJK=1,ICOUNT
READ 42,(NAME(I) ,I=1,10)

42 FORMAT(13A6,A2)
PRINT 43,(NAME(I) ,I=1,l0)

43 FORMAT(1H 'LAk6,.A2)
READ 1,N

1 FORMAT (13)
PRINT8 ,N

8 FORMAT(1H,21HNUMBER OF LAST POINT=,I3)
READ 2, (CURO(I), 1=1,N)

2 P-ORMAT(10F8.3)
READ3 ,A, CHROM,CURC

3 FORMAT (4F10.S)
PRINT 11,A,CHROM,CURC

11 FORMAT(1Ht,2'I'A=,F1.S,SX,6HCHROM=,F10.5,SX,5HCURC=,F1O.5,5X)
READ40, FARCON ,RATCON

40 FORMAT(2F20.10)
PRINT 111 ,FARCON,RATCOII

111 FORMAT(1H ,71FARCON=,F209.10,SX,7HRATCON=,F2O.l0)
READ4 TINCR,TIME(1)

4 FORMAT(2F10.4)
PRINT12 ,TINCR,TIME (1)

12 FORMAT(l1H,6HTINCR=,Fio.s,5x,8fl~rimE(1),Fl0.5)
PRINT9

9 FORMAT(1H,26lHOBSERVED VALUES OF C~URRENT)
PRINT 10, (I,CURO(I), I-1,N)

10 FORMAT(7(i ,13,2X,F8.S,SX))
CURCN= -CURC
D07 I=1,N
IF(I .GT. i01)CURC=CIJRCN

7 CURR(I) =CUROC!) -CURC

PRINT 55
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55 FORMAT(1H,26HCORRECTD VALUES OF CURRENT)
PRINT 56,(I,CURR(I),I=1,N)

56 FORMAT(7(1H I13,2X,F8.5,5X))
READ 58, KOUNT

58 FORMAT(14)
DO 59 KJK = 1 'KOUNT
READ 60, KSUBED

60 FORMAT (14)
READ 61, (J(I) , K=1,KSUBED)

61 FORMAT (214)
READ 63, ITOTAL

63 FORMAT (14)
READ 64, (LA(IT), IT=1,ITOTAL)

64 FORMAT (214)
DO 62 K =1,KSUBED
DO 13 IT = ,ITOTAL
CALL TRAPZ(CURR,CURD,IT,K,AREAT,JM,TIME,TINCR,J,LA,I,L,N)
IF(K.EQ. 1)JA=J(K)
CONG (IT) SAREAT (IT) *FARCON/A
IF((K.EQ.1) .AND. (IT.EQ.1)) CONUS =CONC(1)
IF((K.EQ.1) .AND. (IT.EQ.2)) CRBRA =CONC(2)
IF(K.EQ.2) GO TO 47

65 PRINT66
66 FGRMAT(1Ii,15IICONC OF CHROMUS,8,4CN OF CHROMICBR ANODIC)

PRINT 67 ,CONUS ,CRBRA
67 FORMAT(1Hi,E20.10,SX,E20.10)

GO TO 46
47 IF(K.EQ.2)JB=J(K)

IF((K.EQ.2) .AND. (IT.EQ.1)) CONUSC =CONC(I)
IF((K.EQ.2) .AND. (IT.EQ.2)) CRBR = CONC(2)

68 PRINT69
69 FORMAT(1H,17HCONC OF CHROMICBR,8X,4-5HCONC OF CIIROMOUS CATHODIC)

PRINT7O ,CRBR ,CONUSC
70 FORMAT(1H,E20.10,SX,E20.10)
46 CONTITNUE
13 CONTINUE
62 CONTINUE

RCONBR = (((CONUSC*CURR(JA) )/I(RATCON*,A))
1- ((CONUS*CURR(J3) ) /(RATCON*A) ) )/(- (CONUS*CRBR) (CONUSC*CRBRA))
PRINT71 ,RCONBR

71 FORMAT (Ili, 7IRCONBR= ,E20. 10)
RPARAL =C(CRBRA*RCONBR) - (CURR(VJA))/(RAT-CON*A))/CONUS
PRINT 72,RPARAL

72 FORMAT(1H,7IIRPARAL=,E20.10)
59 CONTINUE

READ 80,LC,M
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80 FORMAT (214)
IT= 1
LA(IT) =LC
RHAD 81, (J(K), K=1,M)

81 FORMAT (2014)
DO 82 K=1,M
CALL TRAPZ(CURR,CURD,IT,K,AREAT,JM,TIME,TINCR,J,LA,I,L,N)
COMC = CHROM - (AREAT(IT)*FARCON/A)
JC=J (K)
RCONST =CURR(JC)/(RATCON*A*COMC)
PRINT 5, JM, AREAT (IT), COMC

5 FOR-MAT(1I-,6IlNDEX= ,13,SX,611AREA= ,E20 .10,SX,5IICOMC= ,E20 .10,
1sx)

PR I[NT 35, ClRR(JC) ,1CONST
35 FORMAT (III 811IJRI) (1)=,I-20.1o ,sx,11iizrAT- CONS'= ,E20.10)
82 CONTINUE
34 CONTINUE

STOP
SUBROUTINE TRAI'Z(CURR,CURD,IT,K,AREAT,JMf,TIMlE,TINCR,J,
1LA,I ,L,N)
DIMENSION J(100) .IA(100) ,TIMIE(SOO),K(S00) ,Y(500) ,SUM(SO0),

1CURIZ(500) ,CURD(SQO)
DIMENSION AREAT(IUO)
JK=J (K)
IF(JK.GT.LA(IT)) JM = JK-CLA(IT)-1)
IF(JK.LT.LA(IT)) JM = N-(LA(IT)-1)+JK
IF(JM.LE.2) GO TO 28
DO 24 L = 1,JM
IF(J(K).GT.LA(IT))'KE = L+LA(IT)-l
IF((J(K) .LT.LA(IT)) .AND. (N.GE. (L+LA(IT))))JKE=L+LA(IT)-1
IF((J(K).LT.LA(IT)).AN'D.(N.LT.CL"+LACIT))))JKE=(L+LA(IT)

1-1)-N
Z =L-
X(L)=T!ME (1)+Z*TINCR
CURD(L) = CURR(JKE)

24 CONTINUE
GO TO 26

28 LSTART = LA(IT)
CURD(1) = CURR(LSTART)

* CURD(2) = (CURR(LSTART+1) +CURR(LSTART))/2.0

CURD(3) = CURR(LSTART+1)
X(1) = 0.0

6. X(2) = TINCR/2.0
X(3) %-TINOR
JM = 3

26 CONTINUE
PRINT2S,JK
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25 FORMAT(IH ,3HJK=,I3)
JKB = JM - 1
DO 27 I = 1,JKB

27 Y(I) = CURD(I)/SQRT (ABS(X(JM) - X(I)))
AREA=0.0
JKC = JM - 2
D0291=1 ,JKC
SUM(I) =0.S* (Y (I) 4y(I+1))* (X(I+1) -X(I))

29 AREA=AREA+SUM(I)
AREAT(TT) = AREA + SUM(JM-2)
PRINT 86 ,(I,X(I),Y(I),I=1,JKB)

86 FORMAT(IH,4(13,2FI0.5))
PRINT 31,(I ,SUM(I) ,I=1 ,JKC)

31 FORMAT(IH,i0(13,P8.5))
PRINT 33, JM,AREAT(IT),SUM(JM-2)

33 FORMATC(1H, 3HJM=,I3,5X,1011AREAT(IT) =,E20.10,5X,10HSUM(JM-2),
1E20.10)
RETURN
END

Definition of Additional Symbols

KOUNT = Number of pairs of rate constants to be determined
from each run

KSUBED = Number of integration limits

ITOTAL = Number of pseudo zeroes

RCONBR = Apparent rate constant k

RPARAL = Apparent composite anodic rate constant

RCONST = Apparent rate constant k-3
CONUS = C~ (H210)62+ (cf. p. 24),

CRBRA = C' H0 B 2
'Cr (H 20) 5 Br2

CONUSC = C Cr(H20) 62+

CRBR =-CCr(H20) 5Br2+
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In the above computer program, two different points are

given at which the integration of the current over time was

begun. These two different points correspond to pseudo time

zero (1) and pseudo time zero (2) which are indicated on

Fig. 11-1. When working with a "steady-state" curve, inte-

gration begun from pseudo zero (1) and stopped at the appro-

priate limit, will give CCr(1t20)6 2+ or CCr(1120)62+ (cf. p. 24);

integration begun from pseudo zero (2) and stopped at the

appropriate limit, will give CCrl2 0) Br2 + or CCr(l20)Br2+.

When working with an initial cycle curve, integration begun

from true time zero and stopped at the appropriate limit,

will give CCr(1120)6 2+ or CCr(i,0)6 2+; integration begun from

pseudo zero (2) and stopped at the appropriate limit, will

give C rl 2 or CCr(120)Br2+.

For the program in Appendix I which can be used for the

voltammetry curves in perchlorate or mixed chloride-perchlorate

solutions, two different initial points for integratiou were

necessary only for the voltammetry curves in the mixed

chloride-perchlorate supporting electrolytes. Integration

begun from true time zero (for an initial cycle curve) or from

pseudo time zero (1)(for a "steady-state" curve) and stopped

at the appropriate limit, gave the interface concentration of

[Cr(1 2 0)61 or (Cr(1190) 6j . Integration begun , pseudo

zero (2) (for both initial and "steady-state" cycle curves) and

stopped at the appropriate limit gave the interface concentra-
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2+tion of [Cr(H20) 5CI1

In the mixed bromide-perchlorate solutions, the apparent

rate constants for the reduction of [Cr(H 2 0)6 ]3+ were obtained

with the integration begun at pseudo time zero (3)-

. . ....
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